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AbstratHydrodynami Modelling and Redution of IrrigationReleases from the Theewaterskloof Dam toLimit Water LossesM.J. SaaymanDepartment of Civil Engineering,Stellenbosh University,Private Bag X1, Matieland 7602, South Afria.Thesis: MSEng (Civ)February 2012Water is a preious and valuable resoure. South Afria is a semi-arid ountrywith an average rainfall of 450 mm, whih is well below the global average of860 mm, and is haraterised by large in-season as well as annual variation.As a result, South Afria's water resoures are sare and limited. With aninreasing population and the inevitable inrease in water ost, the eetivemanagement of water resoures beomes of the highest priority.The key to managing the water resoures is to utilise the water that is notstored in the athment through using aurate and reliable foreast data.By implementing a real-time operating system, the unregulated runo down-stream of the storage an be utilised more eiently.This thesis looks at the Riviersonderend region, for whih the water supplyis augmented from the Theewaterskloof Dam. By using measured data andestimations, the Riviersonderend River was simulated by onstruting a one-dimensional hydrodynami model. The ability of the model to represent real-world onditions was demonstrated through a proess of model alibrationand validation. After validating the hydrodynami model, a two-week periodduring the irrigation season was used to determine a redued dam release hy-drograph.Water that is saved will benet both the Zonderend Water User Assoiation(ZWUA) and the City of Cape Town. The thesis onludes with an estimationof the possible ost saving for the ZWUA and the City of Cape Town.Keywords: Real-time, Mike 11, Mike NAM, Sapwat3, alibration, validation,ii
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UittrekselHidrodinamiese Modellering en Vermindering vanTheewaterskloofdam Uitlate vir Besproeiing omWaterverlies te Beperk(Hydrodynami Modelling and Optimisation of Irrigation Releases from theTheewaterskloof Dam)M.J. SaaymanDepartement Siviele Ingenieurswese,Universiteit van Stellenbosh,Privaatsak X1, Matieland 7602, Suid Afrika.Tesis: MSIng (Siv)Februarie 2012Water is 'n baie waardevolle en kosbare hulpbron. Suid-Afrika is 'n halfdorland met 'n gemiddelde reënval van 450 mm, baie laer as die globale gemid-delde reënval van 860 mm. Verder ervaar Suid-Afrika ook groot binne-seisoenen jaarlikse wisseling in reënval, en die land het dus skaars en beperkte wa-terbronne. Voortdurende bevolkingsgroei en die onvermydelike verhoging inwater koste beteken dat die goeie bestuur van waterbronne 'n groot prioriteitword.Om agter die kap van die byl te kom met betrekking tot waterbronbestuurmoet water benut word wat nie in die opvangsgebied gestoor word nie. Deur'n intydse hidrodinamiese model te gebruik, kan hierdie water in berekeninggebring en gebruik word tesame met akkurate en betroubare voorspellingsdata.Hierdie verslag ondersoek die Riviersonderendgebied, wat deur die Theewaters-kloofdam van water voorsien word. Deur gebruik te maak van gemete data enberamingstegnieke is die Riviersonderendrivier gesimuleer deur 'n eendimen-sionele hidrodinamiese model saam te stel. Die vermoë van hierdie model omwerklike riviertoestande na te boots is deur 'n proses van kalibrasie en stawinggedemonstreer. Nadat die model gestaaf is, is 'n tydperk van twee weke indie besproeiingseisoen gebruik om 'n damuitlaat-hidrograaf saam te stel watminder water vereis. iv
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UITTREKSEL vDie water wat gespaar sal word, hou 'n voordeel in vir die Zonderend Waterge-bruikersvereniging (ZWUA), sowel as vir die Stad Kaapstad. Die tesis kom tot'n slotsom met 'n beraming van die moontlike koste besparing vir die ZWUAen die Stad Kaapstad.
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Chapter 1Introdution
1.1 Problem StatementPopulation growth, irrigation development and other eonomi ativity inSouth Afria have long surpassed the stage where all the requirements forwater an be met from the natural availability thereof (Department of WaterAairs (DWA), 1986). The groundwater resoures of the ountry, althoughvery important for small towns and rural ommunities, are insuient to sus-tain even a signiant proportion of the water requirements. Although theountry has onsiderable variation in limate as well as topography, SouthAfria is lassied as semi-arid. The average rainfall for the ountry is about450 mm per year (DWA, 2004a), whih is well below the world average ofabout 860 mm per year (Easterling et al., 2000), and is haraterised by largein-season as well as annual variation. As a result, South Afria's water re-soures are sare and limited.Due to the high variability in river ow within a year and annually, storageneeds to be provided to bridge low-ow periods and droughts with adequatedegrees of assurane. Agriultural irrigation represents more than 60% of thetotal water requirements in South Afria (DWA, 2004b; World Water Assess-ment Programme, 2009).Government funding, espeially in the 1970s, made remarkable strides to opti-mise our preious resoures by innovative engineering solutions. In the WesternCape, large projets like the Riviersonderend-Berg River projet is a great ex-ample of suh engineering solutions. The Riviersonderend-Berg River projetwon the award for most outstanding engineering projet of the year in 1980(DWAF, 1982). The entral storage unit of this projet, the TheewaterskloofDam, was onstruted in the Riviersonderend drainage region. The amount ofwater used for irrigation shemes are alloated by DWA, as desribed in theNational Water At. Every farmer is alloated a ertain amount of water foreah hetare under irrigation.The portion of the Riviersonderend athment inluded in this study is situ-1
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2ated in the Western Cape and strethes from the Theewaterskloof Dam to theBreede River 116 km eastwards. This athment onsists of 118 water usersand overs a total area of 1750.8 km2 (Midgley et al., 1994). The Theewater-skloof Dam releases augment water used for irrigation in the dry season, fromNovember to April every year.The Riviersonderend River Irrigation Board had been responsible for the man-agement of agriultural water sine 1975 (Ferreira, 2011). Aoriding to Mbedzi(2006) the Department of Water Aairs established the Zonderend Water UserAssoiation (ZWUA) in 2006. The main goal of the ZWUA is the eetivemanagement of water used for irrigation.Due to the geometry and hydrauli harateristis of the Riviersonderend re-gion, the management of the region is very hallenging. Numerous tributariesow augment the Riviersonderend River. The ow of these streams are notmeasured and are dependent on rainfall to generate disharge. Also, the waterdepth of the river setions varies signiantly, ausing multiple Hippo pools(see explanation on page 9). When possible, the farmers prefer pumping thewater for irrigation from these hippo pools. Lastly, irrigation water usagevaries signiantly every year depending on rainfall and rop market pries.The ZMUA does not have a sheduling system whereby the farmer requeststhe amount of irrigation water beforehand.These harateristis make it diult to determine the behaviour of the river.Currently, the Theewaterskloof Dam release for irrigation is determined by oneperson. This person phones farmers in the area to determine the state of theriver and adjusts the dam release aordingly. Previous attempts have beenundertaken to simplify the management of water from the TheewaterskloofDam (Ferreira, 2011). The latest attempt to optimise the irrigation manage-ment system was to insert water measurement devies on all known pumps inthe Riviersonderend River in 2005 to determine the water usage of the farmers.Floods in 2007 and 2009 made the task of management more hallenging bydestroying some of the measuring devies.Eetive management of the dam releases is very diult using the urrentsystem of the ZWUA that is in plae. This form of management results inwater wastage or possible shortages in the irrigation season. Water shortagesin irrigation inuene the rop yield, whih auses nanial losses for the farm-ers.With the ever inreasing ost of water and other water-related expenditure,the need for eient management has beome a major priority.Eetive management from the Theewaterskloof Dam redues the expenses forthe ZWUA and ultimately for the farmers in the area. Water that is saved byeient management is still stored in the Theewaterskloof Dam, to be usedlater in a drought. Also, the water in the Theewaterskloof Dam ould be usedfor drinking water by the ever inreasing population of the City of Cape Town.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 31.2 Sope of this StudyThis study aims to onstrut a hydrodynami model of the RiviersonderendRiver downstream from Theewaterskloof Dam and to improve the dam re-leases for irrigation. This thesis does not investigate the water quality of theRiviersonderend River.1.2.1 Literature ReviewThe thesis starts with the ndings of a literature review and also personal ob-servations and disussions, to familiarise the reader with the Riviersonderendarea. Various management hallenges faed by the ZWUA are desribed inthe study. The study also inludes a desription of the water managementstruture dened by the National Water At (At No.36 of 1998).New methods for addressing water resoure problems are being developedand implemented using advaned omputer failities for data managementand analysis. Among these newly evolved methods are the Deision Sup-port Systems (DSS). This new form of water management is ompared to theonventional operation tehnique ommonly used in South Afria. To serve asan example, the Orange-Fish-Sundays real-time operating system is desribedand illustrated.A short desription of the dierent software investigated for this thesis is pro-vided in the following setion. In the onstrution of the one-dimensional rivermodel, a variety of software was used. This thesis also inludes a in depthstudy of the software used in the study. This software inludes Mike 11, Mike11 NAM and Sapwat3.1.2.2 Hydrodynami Modelling of the RiviersonderendRiverThe rst step in onstruting a hydrodynami model is obtaining data. Thedata obtained inlude ow, weather and other data, as mentioned in this se-tion. Due to data limitations or the non-availability of data, estimation teh-niques were implemented to be used in the simulation.These estimations were used to determine the disharge that is generated fromthe unmeasured tributaries. The daily irrigation shedule of the farmers wasestimated using Sapwat3. Return ow generated from irrigation was estimatedby using the perentage determined in other projets in South Afria. Otherlosses suh as seepage and the evapotranspiration from the riparian zone werenot inluded in the hydrodynami model.The hapter ends with a desription of the modelling alulations used in theone-dimensional river model. Mike 11 is used to onstrut the Riviersonderend
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 4River model. The data obtained is inluded in the river model in dierent waysand is disussed.1.2.3 Model Calibration and ValidationTo provide a redible basis for the predition and evaluation of mitigationoptions, the ability of the model to represent real-world onditions should bedemonstrated through a proess of model alibration and validation.After onstruting the river model and adding the estimated and obtained datathe model is alibrated. The alibration is aomplished by adjusting the riverbed roughness as to math the observed and simulated ow. The objetiveof the alibration is to support the one-dimensional analysis of hydrologialonditions in the Riviersonderend River, foussing mainly on low ow wateravailability. The eet of the augmentation into the Riviersonderend Riverand irrigation from the river is also quantied.The next setion disuss the alibrated model. The quality of the input dataeets the auray of river model, these onstraints are disussed and om-pared to more preferable input data.One the model had been alibrated, another irrigation period was simulatedusing the same model set-up to validate the simulated model.1.2.4 Redution of Dam Releases for IrrigationThe goal of a real-time operating systems is to optimise the dam outlets toutilise the runo from tributaries as far as possible, and to ensure that the irri-gation requirements are supplied and that the downstream outows are equalto the requested eologial ow requirements (EFR).This thesis does not onstrut a DSS for Riviersonderend athment, this ismainly due to weather data onstraints and the urrent management systemused by the ZWUA, this is disussed in more detail. A histori time periodwas used to determine the potential redution of the dam release hydrograph.Exel was used to determine the dam release hydrograph. The time periodused is motivated and the proess used to determine the redued dam re-lease hydrograph is disussed. Initially a dam release hydrograph is alulatedwithout the eet of rainfall and evaporation. By using the alibrated hy-drodynami model, the initial dam release hydrograph is redued in order toutilise the rainfall downstream from Theewaterskloof Dam.The estimated water savings were determined by omparing the redued damrelease hydrograph with the atual Theewaterskloof Dam release. Addition-ally, the ost savings for the ZMUA was determined. The City of Cape Town
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 5is also a beneiary of water that is saved in Theewaterskloof Dam. The po-tential ost savings for the City of Cape Town were also determined.The hapter onludes by disussing the optimization proess involved in areal-time DSS. The module (Mike 11, FloodWath) interation are also illus-trated based on the existing OFS-RT DSS.
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Chapter 2Literature Review
2.1 IntrodutionThe Riviersonderend athment is loated in the Breede Water ManagementArea (WMA) in the Western Cape Provine of South Afria. This literaturereview starts o by providing more detail about the Riviersonderend ath-ment.The following two setions disuss previous developments in the area inuen-ing the hydrauli behaviour of the Riviersonderend River and provide moreinformation on the farming ativity in the area. The Riviersonderend River ismainly utilised by farmers as a soure of irrigation water.Water is managed by the ZWUA and is governed by the greater Breede-Overberg Cathment Management Ageny (BOCMA, 2011). The dierentroles and responsibilities of these management entities, as dened by the Na-tional Water At, are disussed.The next setion introdues the reader to real-time water management sys-tems. Real-time water management systems oer various opportunities tosimplify and improve water management. This setion also disusses onven-tional system operation rules in South Afria, and ends by using the exampleof the Orange-Fish-Sundays real-time (OFS-RT) deision support system inSouth Afria, whih uses similar software to that used in this thesis.There are numerous software programs that an be used to onstrut a rivermodel; the river modelling software investigated (HEC-RAS, ISIS Professional,Mike 11) is desribed, as well as the rainfall-runo software (ACRU, Mike 11NAM) and a irrigation requirement planning tool (Sapwat3). This setion alsoinludes an investigation of the Mike FloodWath software, whih is used tomanage real-time systems.The software used to simulate the Riviersonderend area is disussed in moredetail in the following setion. This setion inludes the algorithms used by6
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 7the dierent software pakages used in this thesis and provides more detail onreal-time systems.2.2 Riviersonderend DistritThe Breede WMA is situated in the south-west orner of South Afria (DWA,2004a); see Figure 2.1. It derives its name from the largest river within itsboundaries, namely the Breede River. The WMA is bounded by the IndianOean to the south, the Olifants/Doorn WMA in the north-west, the BergWMA in the west and the Gouritz WMA in the east (see Figure 2.1). It fallsentirely within the Western Cape Provine.The topography of the Breede WMA varies onsiderably from east to west,with subsequent impat on the limate of the region (DWA, 2004a). Rainfall ishighest in the mountainous regions in the south-west, where the mean annualpreipitation is as high as 3 000 mm per annum, whilst the entral and north-eastern areas reeive as little as 250 mm per annum (DWA, 2004a). There isintensive irrigation in the Breede and Riviersonderend River valleys (Breedeomponent of the WMA), as well as in the extreme west of the Western Over-berg, notably in the Palmiet River athment (DWA, 2004a).
Figure 2.1: Loation of the Breede WMA (DWA, 2004a)
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 8Figure 2.2 indiates the dierent water management areas in the Breede WMA,inluding the Riviersonderend athment area (DWA, 2004a).The Riviersonderend athment lies within the primary drainage region, H,whih has a total gross athment area of 15 530 km2 and a gross naturalmean annual runo (MAR) of 2 089 million m3 (Midgley et al., 1994). Most ofthe rain over the WMA, falls between the months of May and August (DWA,2004a).
Figure 2.2: The dierent river management areas in the Breede-Overbergathment distrit (DWA, 2004a)The Riviersonderend sub-area extends from the soure of the RiviersonderendRiver in the Franshhoek Mountains, upstream of Theewaterskloof Dam, tothe onuene with the Breede River (Blakhurst et al., 2002). The Rivierson-derend athment (H60) has an area of 2 253 km2 and a gross natural MARof 459 million m3/s (Midgley et al., 1994).The northern border of the Riviersonderend River management distrit runsalong the Riviersonderend Mountains, near Genadendal and Greyton. Otherimportant towns in the Riviersonderend distrit inlude Riviersonderend andVilliersdorp.Generally, the Riviersonderend athment slope and ross-setions are quite
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 9at. Conerning plant growth, and typial of other rivers in the Western Cape,the Riviersonderend River has abundant water reeds and larger trees on eitherside of the main hannel (Vanoillie, 1985). The Breede River basin studydone by the DWA (2004a) estimated that an additional system yield of 0.4million m3/a ould beome available through the removal of all alien plants inthe Riviersonderend River. The river management ageny keeps this abundantplant growth under ontrol by manually learing the river hannel (BOCMA,2010, 2011).An interesting and unique harateristi found all along the river is alledhippo pools. These hippo pools are deep, long pools up to 3 000 metres inlength and over 20 metres deep, providing signiant water storage (see Fig-ure 2.3).
Figure 2.3: Satelite image of Rivierson-derend hippo pool 10 km downstreamfrom Theewaterskloof Dam Figure 2.4: Riviersonderend hippo pool10 km downstream from Theewaters-kloof DamHippo pools ould also be desribed as naturally formed dams and, like a dam,these hippo pools (Figure 2.4) lower the river veloity, inreasing the lag timeof the water. Another similarity to dams is the hippo pools' ability to storewater within the main river hannel. Farmers from this area prefer pumpingwater from these hippo pools to use for irrigation (Ferreira, 2011).The Riviersonderend athment downstream of Theewaterskloof Dam has ex-periened high natural disharges during the normal low-ow irrigation season.Figure 2.5 illustrates the magnitude of the inrease in volume of the water forthe reorded disharge in 2007.When observing the disharge at Rheenen ow gauge, 101.5 kilometres down-stream from Theewaterskloof Dam, it is possible to see how muh water isaugmented by the tributaries. An example of the magnitude of the amount ofwater added by the tributaries during the irrigation season of 2007 (Novem-ber 2007 to April 2008) was the average measured volume of 80 million m3
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Figure 2.5: Riviersonderend gauging station data for the 2007 ood eventFigure 2.7 shows the Theewaterskloof Dam during a ood event in Deember2007. Apart from Theewaterskloof, there are no dams in the main river han-nel to store exess water. Figure 2.6 shows the Theewaterskloof Dam outletworks releasing water into the Riviersonderend River. The surplus water runsinto the Breede River and, ultimately, into the oean (Vanoillie, 1985). Thatwhih is not required for the environmental ow requirement (EFR) in theRiviersonderend and Breede Rivers is lost to the Riviersonderend athment.Irrigation water supply projet development is a very slow proess and is also
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Figure 2.6: Theewaterskloof ouletworks Figure 2.7: Theewaterskloof Dam dur-ing ood eventhighly apital intensive (DWAF, 1986). An irrigation water supply projet un-dertaken in the Riviersonderend River, alled the Riviersonderend-Berg Riverprojet, is disussed further in Setion 2.3.2.3 The Riviersonderend-Berg River Projet,1979The most signiant development in the Riviersonderend distrit is undoubt-edly the Riviersonderend-Berg River projet.The storage potential of the Riviersonderend was realised as long ago as inthe 1800s, but it was the Irrigation Department that started the rst seriousinvestigations into the possibility of a sheme here in 1929 (DWAF, 1982).The mountainous region in the Riviersonderend athment experienes highrainfall ompared to the rest of South Afria (exeeding up to 1 500 mm/year)(DWA, 2004a; Van Vuuren, 2011).The sheme involved linking the two water-rih athments of the Rivierson-derend and Berg Rivers and storing some of the surplus winter runo in theRiviersonderend athment in the Theewaterskloof Dam. When the need forwater arises, it is delivered by a gravity tunnel to the Berg River Dam andthen through a further series of tunnels to where it is needed (DWA, 2005).The Theewaterskloof Dam is a onventional earth-ll dam. The struture,whih was ompleted in 1979 (DWAF, 1982), is 37,5 m high above the lowestfoundation, and has a rest length of 646 metres. The Theewaterskloof Damhas a gross storage apaity of 482 million m3, and the net storage apaityabove the lowest abstration level is 434 million m3. When full, the reservoirovers an area of 51 km2 (DWAF, 1982).The main purpose of this sheme is to ensure water availability for Cape Town
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 12during the dry summer season and to supply water for the farmers downstreamin the Riviersonderend region.2.4 Farming AtivityAgriultural irrigation represents more than 60% of the total water require-ments in South Afria (DWA, 2004b; World Water Assessment Programme,2009). The eetive management of agriultural water is therefore of theutmost importane. In the Riviersonderend athment area downstream ofTheewaterskloof Dam there are 118 water users, onsisting mainly of farmers(Ferreira, 2011). The farms have 6 097.5 ha under irrigation during the sum-mer irrigation season (Ferreira, 2011).Appendix A lists the irrigation water users in the Riviersonderend athmentdownstream of Theewaterskloof Dam and their alloated annual number ofhetare. Eah farmer has an amount of 5 700 m3/ha.Crops that are farmed in the area during the summer irrigation season inludemaize, fruit, olives, wine grapes, luerne and pastures. The most abundantgrain type rop in the Riviersonderend region is maize. Various types of fruitare farmed in the area, with apples being the most ommon.The water used for irrigation is available from one or more of the followingwater soures: Groundwater, On-farm dams, Riviersonderend River, Natural springs and/or mountain streams.With the availability of the Riviersonderend River water soure, there is min-imal usage of the available groundwater in the Riviersonderend athment.Boreholes are used to supply water for the farm houses and have minimal ef-fet on the water table (boreholes used for irrigation were not inluded in thesimulation done for this thesis). The Riviersonderend athment does oer agreat opportunity to utilise groundwater for future developments.A study by the DWA (2004a) stated that the City of Cape Town was investi-gating groundwater sites in the Riviersonderend athment of the Theewater-skloof Dam for possible augmentation of the City's water supply. The TableMountain Group Aquifer in the Riviersonderend area holds signiant poten-tial for development (DWA, 2004a).On-farm dams are ommon in the Riviersonderend athment. Typially, thedam will not be in the main tributary hannel and is used to store the water
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 13generated by rainfall in one of the smaller sub-athments within the tributaryathment. This thesis simulates the eet of the on-farm dams by exludingthe athment area of the on-farm dam athment in the rainfall-runo al-ulations (see Setion 3.2.4 for more detail). It is assumed that all the waterfrom the on-farm dams is utilised for irrigation during the irrigation season.The water from natural springs and mountain streams is also stored in on-farmdams, to be used for irrigation.With inreasing eletriity osts and the inevitable future inrease in agri-ultural water osts, the farmers' goal beomes lear: use as little water aspossible without ompromising on rop yield (Hunter, 2006).A study done by the National Agriulture Marketing Counil (NAMC, 2010)examined the ost of eletriity for a typial farm in the Northern Cape. Usingthe same estimation, the eletriity ost for one hetare of maize in the studyarea was just under R2,500 for 2011. The latest ost of water for the ZMUAwas R 0.026 per m3 (Ferreira, 2011). With the volume of water available forevery hetare under irrigation, the eletriity ost per m3 was determined us-ing eletrial osts obtained from the ase study by the NAMC (2010). Theeletrial ost for pumping agriultural water was alulated to be R 0.44 perm3.When omparing the ost of pumping (44 ents/m3) with the the ost of ir-rigation water (2.59 ents/m3), eletriity is far more expensive than water.Therefore, it is most likely that the farmers' motive to save water is driven bythe desire to onsume less eletriity.2.5 National Water AtThe most reent National Water At No.36 of 1998 of South Afria provides thelegal framework for the eetive and sustainable management of the ountry'swater resoures (RSA, 1998). The At aims to protet, use, develop, onserve,manage and ontrol water resoures as a whole, promoting the integrated man-agement of water resoures with the partiipation of all stakeholders (De laHarpe and Ramsden, 1998).The At denes water resoures as water bodies suh as rivers, streams, wet-lands, estuaries and groundwater (De la Harpe and Ramsden, 1998). Further-more, the At enompasses the environmental integrity of rivers by assigningan eologial reserve. The reserve is part of the national water resoure withineah water management area that is under the diret ontrol of the Minister(De la Harpe and Ramsden, 1998). It is water that is 'set aside` to: provide for basi human needs, and protet water eosystems.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 14The eologial reserve for the Riviersonderend River is 65 million m3/a (DWA,2004b).2.5.1 Cathment Management AgeniesThe At also inludes the establishment of athment management agenies(CMAs). This represents the seond tier of the water resoure managementframework. A CMA was established in eah of the 19 water management areas(De la Harpe et al., 1998; RSA, 1998).The CMA responsible for athment H, whih inludes the Riviersonderend re-gion, is the Breede-Overberg athment management ageny (BOCMA, 2011).BOCMA is responsible for the progressive development and broad implementa-tion of a athment management strategy (BOCMA, 2011; De la Harpe et al.,1998).2.5.2 Water User Assoiations (WUA)A WUA is a statutory body established by the Minister under the NationalWater At. A WUA is a o-operative assoiation of individual water userswho wish to undertake water-related ativities for their mutual benet (De laHarpe et al., 1998).The Zonderend Irrigation Management Board was founded in 1875 (Ferreira,2011). In 2006, the board was delared an assoiation by the Minister of WaterAairs (Mbedzi, 2006).The area of operation of the ZWUA inludes all properties downstream ofTheewaterskloof Dam in respet of whih any person is entitled to use water(surfae water and groundwater) by virtue of entitlements in terms of Setion22(1) of the At (Mbedzi, 2006).The responsibilities and role of a WUA, listed by De la Harpe et al. (1998),are as follows: Preventing water from any water resoures being wasted. Proteting water resoures. Preventing any unlawful water use. Removing or arranging to remove any obstrution unlawfullyplaed in a waterourse. Preventing any unlawful at likely to redue the quality ofwater in any water resoures. Exerising general supervision over water resoures. Regulating the ow of any waterourse by: learing its hannel (see Figure 2.8);
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Figure 2.8: Photo of alien plants in Riviersonderend River 10 km downstreamfrom Theewaterskloof Dam reduing the risk of damage to the land in the event ofoods; and hanging a waterourse bak to its previous ourse whereit has been altered through natural auses. Investigating and reording: the quantity of water at dierent levels of ow in a wa-terourse; the times when; and the plaes where water may be used by any person entitledto use water from a water resoure. Construting, purhasing or otherwise aquiring, ontrol, op-eration and maintenane of waterworks onsidered to be ne-essary for: draining land; and supplying water to land for irrigation or other purposes. Supervising and regulating the distribution and use of waterfrom a water resoure aording to the relevant water useentitlements, by ereting and maintaining devies for: measuring and dividing; or ontrolling the diversion of the ow of water.At present, the ZWUA manages the Theewaterskloof Dam releases into theRiviersonderend River by evaluating the river water levels at various loationsand adjusting the outlets aordingly. This form of management is dependent
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 16on the experiene of the person responsible for regulating the releases. There is,however, a variety of hydrodynami software that ould be utilised to simplifyirrigation management.2.6 Real-Time Management ModelsThis setion briey desribes why real-time management systems are required,how they work, and what information is required to build a good representationof the atual river, and lists the urrent real-time systems in South Afria.Also, onventional management and the limitations of the onventional watermanagement method are disussed.2.6.1 IntrodutionThe operation of water resoure systems inludes the regulation to reonilewater availability with water requirements (Mwaka, 2011). Fators that inu-ene the operation of water resoures are: Hydrology - rainfall, evaporation, river ows, reservoir levels, naturalriver hannel water losses, et. Water requirements - e.g. irrigation, muniipal, reserve, et. Infrastruture - maintenane shedules, onguration, et. Water resoure quality. Water priing/ost.2.6.2 Conventional System OperationMost of the water resoures in South Afria are operated using onventionaloperating tehniques. This onventional wisdom is based on the priniplethat water is an annually renewable resoure (Mwaka, 2011). The operatingdeisions are based on the histori behaviour of the river and foussed on theavailable water resoure in dams.Stohasti modelling is applied to provide tools to relate water availability tothe assoiated risk. The main tool used for water supply management in SouthAfria is the Annual Operating Rule (AOR). AOR priniples, as desribed byMwaka (2011), are Every year has dierent water availability and demand harateristis. Monthly time sales are suient for annual water alloations.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 17 Annual water availability and demand are determined and alloated inboth volume and risk. Resoures are managed in order to supply water while maintaining tol-erable risk for eah user. In atual or possible drought, restritions are implemented to sustainsupplies for longer.The onventional system operation method is not ideal. With the inreasingost and value of water, these systems will have to be adapted or hanged.Some of the limitations of the onventional management methods inlude: Only water that is stored in a dam an be managed. Water quality, EFR and water saving are inreasing management hal-lenges, and on smaller time sales (Mwaka, 2011). The role of limate hange limits the suitability of measured historialdata. About 40% of the available water in South Afria is not stored in dams(not regulated) (DWA, 2004b).Most of the major dams in South Afria, inluding the Theewaterskloof Dam,were onstruted during the 1970s. Mwaka (2011) shows that, in the pastthree deades, South Afria stored 6 828 million m3 of water, with a total of16 993 million m3 stored between 1971 and 1980. This is mainly due to thefat that South Afria had limited opportunities for the onstrution of newdams and also beause of the high nanial impat on the eonomy.2.6.3 Real-time Systems Operation of Water ResouresNew methods for addressing water resoure problems are being developed andimplemented using advaned omputer failities for data management andanalysis. Among these newly evolved methods are the real-time DSS.A real-time DSS involves the sensing of and response to hydrologial/hydraulievents nearly simultaneously. The aim is to utilise foreast eld hydrology(rainfall, tributary ows, et.) and translate it into ows and water availabil-ity at a required point in future time. Using omputer software, a optimisedow is generated, whih is related to past water-release deisions to meet on-temporary water requirements. Setion 2.6.4 investigates the OFS-RT DSS asan example to illustrate how a working DSS funtions.Real-time systems omplement and do not replae the onventional operatingrules. By monitoring the performane of the AOR, a real-time DSS ould beapplied to optimise releases by using the minimum amount of water to supply
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 18all water requirements (Mwaka, 2011).The omponents of a real-time system inlude: GIS-based framework. Hydrologial real-time data olletion networks, like telemetry, et. Water requirement ordering systems for the water users. Rainfall and evaporation data measured hourly or less. Hydrologial and hydrodynami models. Information dissemination/publishing systems.2.6.3.1 DSS requirementsAt this point it is important to emphasize that the suess of a DSS is depen-dent on the input data in order to manage water resoures eetively. For thisthesis, the rainfall and evaporation data were measured daily, whih aountedfor the inauraies as disussed in Chapter 3.The hardware requirements for onstruting and running hydrodynami rivermodelling software, for example Mike 11, are a omputer with Windows 98or more reent. HEC-RAS and ISIS Professional have similar omputer re-quirements. The person responsible for this omputer should be familiar withthe software to ensure operating suess, and a person from within the WUAwould be a suitable andidate.Weather data an be logged remotely by SMS and forwarded to the omputerused for the simulation. Hourly measured weather data is preferred for a moreaurate representation of rainfall intensity than that provided daily measureddata. Disharge values ould be obtained in a similar fashion. Hydro, a de-partment within DWA, has real-time monitoring systems in plae in SouthAfria that are suitable to be used in real-time DSS (Visser, 2010).The physial adjustment of the dam sluie requires delegated persons to ensurethe adjustments are done on time and orretly (Visser, 2010). This ould bea hallenge, depending on the type of sluie that is urrently installed. Forexample, an automated sluie is able to adjust every four minutes while theonventional, older gate valves take a long time to adjust and are also verylabour intensive, resulting in less adjustment and reduing the system e-ieny.2.6.3.2 Real-time DSS InterationsThe simulation-optimisation framework applied in the real-time DSS is illus-trated in Figure 2.9. The diagram forms a loop, illustrating how the optimisa-tion reommends sluie adjustment. When a sluie breaks, or is not adjusted
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ording to shedule, the system adapts to this onstraint by ontinuouslyadjusting to the real-time onditions of the athment.The optimisation riteria (e.g. ood ontrol, hydropower generation, irriga-tion) are dened as objetive funtions omprising numerial measures that areused to ompare the model output with user-speied targets at eah time stepof the simulation (e.g. ood level, hydro power demand, irrigation demand).Based on the alulated objetive funtions, the optimisation algorithm se-lets new sets of ontrol parameters to be evaluated. The proess is repeateda number of times until no further improvement an be made.
Figure 2.9: Simulation-optimisation framework (Pedersen et al., 2007)As opposed to onventional tehnologies, the simulation-optimisation frame-work is very exible beause it applies to any simulation model and failitatesthe denition of any ontrol parameters (both onstants and time variables)and objetive funtions to be optimised. It handles user-dened onstraintssuh as lower and upper searh limits of eah ontrol parameter eiently, aswell as linear or non-linear equality and inequality onstraints. In order tofailitate the optimisation of omputationally demanding models, the optimi-sation framework supports the use of distributed omputing solutions.For this thesis, no optimisation framework was onstruted. The dam outletshedule was however improved by using a similar tehnique, without utilisingomputer software like FloodWath (see Setion 2.7.5.1).2.6.3.3 South Afrian Real-Time SystemsSouth Afria uses multiple real-time systems, inluding: The Orange-Fish-Sundays Real-Time Deision Support System. The Croodile East Real-Time Deision Support System.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 20 The Lower Orange River Real-Time Deision Support System. The Mhlathuze Real-Time Deision Support System. The Letaba Real-Time Deision Support System. The Komati Basin Water Authority (KOBWA) Real-Time Deision Sup-port System.Real-time systems an improve water onservation and minimise losses. Floodforeast and pre-release for ood ontrol and dam safety, limati hange pre-paredness and apaity building ould also be managed by real-time systems.Real-time operating systems an enable the virtual operation of the unregu-lated water downstream of the water storage struture by apturing real-timeweather/water onditions within the athment. The water in storage is thenonly released to supplement the unregulated water in the system.In order to ope with inreasing pressures on water saving, water demand,water quality and dam safety, the DWA implemented the OFS-RT system toalulate the optimal water ow, by running ustomised DHI Mike 11 software.To serve as an example, the following setion desribes the OFS-RT operatingsystem.2.6.4 Appliation to the Orange-Fish-SundaysReal-Time Model2.6.4.1 Desription of the SystemThe OFS-RT river system is loated in the Eastern Cape of South Afria (Fig-ure 2.10). The area overs the greater part of the Great Fish River athment,and some of the Sundays River athment (Pedersen et al., 2007). Wateris transferred from Gariep Dam in the Orange River athment through theOrange-Fish Tunnel to the Great Fish River athment, where it enters theGrassridge Dam and eventually meets the Elandsdrift Diversion Weir. At thispoint, the water is released to the downstream part of the Great Fish Riveror diverted to the Little Fish River. In the Little Fish River, the water passesthe De Mistkraal Weir and ows bak to the Great Fish River, or throughthe Skoenmakers Canal to the Darlington Dam. At Darlington Dam, water isreleased to downstream onsumers.Hundreds of water onsumers, mostly agriultural, are dispersed along therivers in the study area. Over time, the inreased irrigation demands haveresulted in highly saline return ows in the downstream river reahes (Peder-sen et al., 2007). Sine saline water has an adverse impat on water quality,a substantial amount of water is onstantly diverted through the Orange-Fish
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Figure 2.10: Piture showing the Great Fish River and the Sundays Riverathments (adapted from Pedersen et al. (2007))Tunnel to dilute the saline water and hene mitigate the problem (Melvil,2007).The overall objetive of the OFS-RT model is to minimise water losses fromthe Orange-Fish-Sundays river system and ensure that irrigation demands aremet at the right time. Moreover, reservoir water levels downstream of OFSduring normal onditions must be kept between a minimum operating level(MOL) and a full supply level (FSL). During normal operating onditions,the reservoir water levels must stay lose to MOL in order to failitate thealleviation of oods and the storage of exess water. During ood events, thereservoirs must ontain ood water up to the storage apaity ditated by the
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 22FSL. Should the amount of foreast ood water exeed the storage apaityof the reservoir losest to the origin of the ood, pre-releases must be made inorder to release water to downstream reservoirs (Melvil, 2007). This failitatessafe reservoir operation during ood events and helps save exess water forlater use.2.6.4.2 Modelling ApproahThe Mike 11 model of the OFS river system inludes approximately 850 kmof rivers, ve dams and diversion weirs and 150 demands sattered along therivers (Pedersen et al., 2007). Complementing the river model, the spatialand temporal distribution of the salinity of the water is modelled using theadvetion-dispersion module embedded in Mike 11. The output of the modelinludes foreast time series of optimal release hydrographs for the dams anddiversion weirs.The optimisation of the numerial model is a time-onsuming task beausemany model evaluations are required to arrive at an optimal solution. In or-der to redue the omputational eort of the foreast optimisation and ensurethat the model state is aurate at the time a foreast is issued, a two-stepsimulation-optimisation approah is applied (Pedersen et al., 2007).In the rst step, an initial simulation overing a historial period and the fore-ast period is arried out. This simulation is alibrated by adding tributaries,rainfall, evaporation, return ow, water abstration and other water losses inorder to math the historial ow reord. The validity of this initial simulationis validated by applying the same proedure in a dierent time period. Duringthe historial period, data is used to update the state of the model up to thetime of the foreast, based on real-time point observations of river water level,river disharge and salinity. In the foreast period, an initial solution for theoptimisation problem is sought based on a onept in whih eah irrigationdemand is lagged and traked bak to the reservoir outlets. The applied pro-edure aurately narrows the searh spae of the optimisation arried out inthe subsequent step, and thus redues the need for additional model evalua-tions (Pedersen et al., 2007).In order to ompute an aurate initial solution, the lagging of the irrigationdemands must be aurate (Pedersen et al., 2007). To this end, tabulatedrelationships are used to relate the travel time of the water released from eahreservoir to the point of abstration. This funtion is highly dependent onthe disharge in the river (see Figure 2.11). The approah ensures that theinitial solution is lose to the optimal solution, both in terms of the size andthe phase of the required demand (Figure 2.12).In the seond step, a mathematial optimisation is made for the foreast pe-riod, using the results of the prior simulation to initialise the model state and
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Figure 2.11: Lag-time funtions for dereasing and inreasing demands ap-proximately 50 km downstream of Darlington Dam (Pedersen et al., 2007)set the searh spae (Pedersen et al., 2007). The optimisation algorithm per-forms a mathematial searh and thus omputes optimal release hydrographsfor the foreast period.2.6.4.3 Results of the OFS-RT modelAs an example of how the framework works, an optimisation run was donefor a four-day period during Marh 2006. During the initial run, the salinitydownstream of Grassridge Dam exeeded the maximum allowed onentration.The maximum onentrations ahieved from Grassridge Dam to Elandsdriftduring the simulation period are shown in Figure 2.13. It is seen that themaximum allowed salinity was exeeded at the downstream end. After theoptimisation, the maximum salinity was below the largest salinity allowed.The alulated release from Grassridge Dam during the initial simulation andthe optimised release are ompared in Figure 2.14. The optimised release wasinreased, ompared to the release found during the initial simulation. Thisensured that the water was diluted to an aeptable salinity level.A simulation was done for a period during late 2005 and early 2006. Theresults from this simulation illustrate that the water level in Darlington Damis kept between the MOL and FSL (Figure 2.15). It also illustrates how thewater level is kept lose to MOL in order to grant storage apaity in ase ofsudden ooding.
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Figure 2.12: Size and phase of a pulse of water released from Darlington Damas it arrives at the point of abstration 50 km downstream of the dam (Pedersenet al., 2007)As a nal example, a simulation was done of a one-month period during 2006.During this period, exess water was disharged through the OVIS tunnel (seeFigure 2.16). When exess water is onveyed through the tunnel it should beused to ll the downstream reservoirs. In order to avoid unneessary spilling,the model omputes pre-releases from reservoirs downstream of the Orange-Fish Tunnel. The gure also illustrates how releases from Grassridge Dam inexess of the downstream needs are initiated long before FSL is reahed. Thepre-releases are terminated when the reservoir water level reahes FSL.Preliminary validation tests indiate that the diversion of water from the Or-ange River an be redued by approximately 1.5 m3/s without violating theobjetives desribed in Setion 2.6.4.1. On a yearly basis, this orresponds toa saving of water of the order of 50 million m3.
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Figure 2.13: Maximum ahieved salinity during initial simulation omparedto the salinity after optimisation. The maximum allowed salinity is shown(Pedersen et al., 2007)
Figure 2.14: Comparison of the initial and optimal reservoir releases for afour-day foreast simulation (Pedersen et al., 2007)
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Figure 2.15: Computed water level in Darlington Dam for a six-month period.The water level is maintained lose to but above MOL to ensure suientstorage apaity in the ase of sudden ooding (Pedersen et al., 2007)
Figure 2.16: The atual disharge through the OVIS tunnel ompared withthe atual needs. Pre-releases from Grassridge Dam (Pedersen et al., 2007)
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 272.7 Software Investigated for this Study2.7.1 River Modelling SoftwareNumerous hydrologial and water resoure system models are urrently usedin South Afria. A short desription of the dierent models onsidered for thisthesis is provided in the following setion. The details provided are relativelybrief and more detailed information an be obtained from the model develop-ers, most of whom are based in either a university researh group or in one ofthe government departments involved in water resoure management.2.7.1.1 Water Administration Systems (WAS)WAS is a modelling system that promotes the eient operational manage-ment of water. WAS onsists of four main modules that are integrated intoa single program that an be used on a single PC, depending on the require-ments of the spei irrigation sheme or water oe (Pott et al., 2008). Thefour modules are summarised as follows: The Administration module administers the details of all water usersof a sheme or water oe. Information, inluding addresses (owners,tenants and postal), sheduled areas, water quota alloations, householdand livestok pipes installed, list of rateable areas (LRA), rops planted,planted areas and rop yields, is managed in this module. All informationan be printed. The Water orders module administers water usage through pressure-regulated sluie gates, water meters and measuring strutures. Waterorders an be aptured using a water order form based on a ow rateand time, or using meter readings based on a start and end reading.Conversion fators an be aptured in WAS to onvert meter readingsautomatially if neessary. A range of reports is available for printing,inluding water alloations and water balanes per user, water balanesheets per user and a water usage summary. The Water aounts module links to the water orders module and ad-ministers all water aounts for a sheme or water management oe.The user an hoose between two major aounting systems. The rstis the urrent Department of Water Aairs aounting system and theseond is a full debit system, from whih monthly reports an be printed,inluding aounts on pre-printed stationery, reoniliation reports, ageanalysis and audit trail reports. The Water release module links to the water orders module and alu-lates water releases for the main anal or river and all its branhes andtributaries, allowing for lag times and any water losses and aruals. A
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hemati layout of the total anal network or river system is aptured,with details suh as the ross-setional properties, positioning of sluiesor pumps, anal or river slope, strutures and anal or river apaities.Disharges are onverted into the orresponding measuring plate read-ings where needed. Water distribution sheets and water loss analysisreports an be printed for anal or river systems.Dr Nio Benadé initially developed WAS to apture water orders that wereneeded for an open hannel simulation model. The model was developed fur-ther through Water Researh Commission projets done at the Rand AfrikaansUniversity and subsequently by NB Systems. Dr Nio Benadé was responsiblefor the tehnology transfer of WAS.2.7.1.2 ISIS ProfessionalISIS Professional is a one-dimensional hydrauli stream ow model based on anite dierene appliation of the full St Venant's ow equations to a series ofross-setions of the river hannel and ood plain and any hydrauli onduitsthat are built in the ow path. It is aimed at modelling the ow of water in ariver hannel and an in theory be used in real-time mode, although this hasyet to be proven outside of a researh environment. The ISIS model is regardedas one of the leading models of its type in the world and originates from theUK as a fully ommerial pakage. The osts assoiated with the model anbe prohibitive and it should only be used where the additional apabilities andease of use are suient to justify the osts over freely available models suhas HEC-RAS. The model has been used in South Afria over the past 10 years(Pott et al., 2008).A range of onservative and non-onservative water quality routines are inor-porated in ISIS. The basi requirements for applying the model are regularross-setions of the river hannel and its ood plains, boundary onditionsin the form of upstream and tributary inow series (inluding water quality),and ertain meteorologial time series. Frition loss fators and water qualityparameters are derived by alibration. This means that reasonable ow andwater quality reords of in-hannel onditions are required. The model is usefulto assess short-term downstream water levels and disharges, as well as waterquality impats on upstream operations, or to examine management optionsrelated to loalised ow and water quality issues. Full bakwater eets aresimulated. It also omes with powerful graphial interfaes.2.7.1.3 HEC-RASThe U.S. Army Corps of Engineers' River Analysis System (HEC-RAS) issoftware that allows you to perform one-dimensional steady and unsteady ow
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s alulations (Brunner, 2010). HEC-RAS is an integrated sys-tem of software, designed for interative use in a multi-tasking, multi-usernetwork environment. The system omprise a graphial user interfae (GUI),separate hydrauli analysis omponents, data storage and management apa-bilities, graphis and reporting failities.The HEC-RAS system will ultimately ontain three one-dimensional hydraulianalysis omponents for:1. steady ow water surfae prole omputations;2. unsteady ow simulation; and3. movable boundary sediment transport omputations.A key element is that all three omponents will use a ommon geometri datarepresentation and ommon geometri and hydrauli omputation routines. Inaddition to the three hydrauli analysis omponents, the system ontains sev-eral hydrauli design features that an be invoked one the basi water surfaeproles are omputed.This omponent of the HEC-RAS modelling system is apable of simulatingone-dimensional unsteady ow through a full network of open hannels. Theunsteady ow equation solver was adapted from Dr Robert L. Barkau's UNETmodel (Brunner, 2010). This unsteady ow omponent was developed primar-ily for subritial ow regime alulations.The hydrauli alulations for ross-setions, bridges, ulverts and other hy-drauli strutures that were developed for the steady ow omponent wereinorporated into the unsteady ow module. Additionally, the unsteady owomponent has the ability to model storage areas and hydrauli onnetionsbetween storage areas, as well as between stream reahes.2.7.1.4 Mike 11This model is also a ommerial model originating in Europe and is based on anite dierene appliation of the full St Venant's ow equations to a series ofross-setions of the river hannel and ood plain and any hydrauli onduitsthat are built in the ow path. A range of onservative and non-onservativewater quality routines are also inorporated into this model. The water qualitymodule is a separate module and is not inluded in the basi module.The basi requirements for applying the model are regular ross-setions of theriver hannel and its ood plains, boundary onditions in the form of upstreamand tributary inow series (inluding water quality), and ertain meteorologi-al time series. Frition loss fators and water quality parameters are derivedby alibration. This means that reasonable ow and water quality reords ofin-hannel onditions are required.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 30The model is useful to assess short-term and long-term downstream water lev-els and disharges, as well as the water quality impats of upstream operations,or to examine management options related to loalised ow and water qualityissues. Unsteady uniform ows are simulated under a fully hydrodynami owdesription. It also omes with powerful graphial interfaes.2.7.2 Algorithms in River ModellingThis thesis utilises the fully hydrodynami Mike 11 software developed by theDanish Hydrauli Institute (DHI) in Denmark. The reason for hoosing thissoftware pakage was the fully hydrodynami apabilities, and the availabil-ity of the software and software liene at Stellenbosh University. Previousstudies have also utilised Mike 11, whih provided software support as well asexperiene with this software within the University.Although Mike 11 was used, ISIS and HEC-RAS one-dimensional (1D) hydro-dynami simulators work with similar mathematial algorithms. The physiallaws whih govern the ow of water in a stream are: The priniple of onservation of mass (Continuity equation). The priniple of onservation of momentum.These laws are expressed mathematially in the form of partial dierentialequations used in the software. The following setions will illustrate the math-ematial priniples used in the software based on the report done by Sleighand Goodwill (2000).2.7.2.1 Deriving the Continuity EquationThe ontinuity equation is the dierene between the sum of the inows andthe sum of the outows that enter and leave a dened spae, whih should beequal to the rate of hange in the volume of uid ontained within the spae(The South Afrian National Roads Ageny, 2007).Consider a short length, ∆x, of the hannel shown in Figure 2.17.The following symbols are used in this derivation:
A The ross-setional area of the setion.
h Depth of ow at the setion.
z Elevation of surfae above a datum at the setion.
v Mean veloity at the setion.
Q Disharge at the setion.
b Width of the top of the setion.
x Position of the setion measured from the upstream end.
t Time.
g Aeleration due to gravity.
ρ Mass density of the uid.
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∆x (2.7.2)As ross-setional area A = bh, this is equivalent to
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= 0 (2.7.5)Equation 2.7.5 is the ontinuity equation.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 322.7.2.2 Deriving the Momentum EquationBy applying Newton's 2nd law to the elemental length of the hannel in Fig-ure 2.17, we have the following













) (2.7.7)sine v varies with both spae (x) and time (t).Consider the external fores whih ause this aeleration: hange in stati pressure hanges (∂H
∂x
) frition of hannel walls (F ) gravity fore (ρg)If φ is the bed slope (measured positive as the bed rises from downstream toupstream (see Figure 2.17) then the sum of these three fores are:
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∆x cosφ− F∆x+ ρgA∆x sin φ (2.7.8)When working with small slopes, φ cosφ = 0 and sin φ = φ, using φ = i
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(2.7.15)2.7.3 Rainfall-Runo Model Software2.7.3.1 Mike11 NAMMike 11 oers the possibility to simulate athment runo by using Mike 11NAM rainfall-runo software. Mike 11 NAM is a professional engineeringsoftware pakage for rainfall-runo modelling developed by DHI. This one-dimensional modelling tool, rst developed in 1972, has been aepted world-wide, espeially for water resoure, water quality planning and managementappliations (DHI, 2009a).Speially, the Mike 11 software is meant for the simulation of ows, waterquality and sediment transport in estuaries, rivers, irrigation systems, hannelsand other water bodies. Mike11 NAM is a lumped, oneptual rainfall-runomodel simulating overland ow, interow and baseow as a funtion of thewater storage in eah of four mutually interrelated storages representing thestorage apaity of the athment.Mike 11 NAM was used in this study to determine the runo of the tributariesthat were not measured. Using Mike 11 for onstruting the hydrodynamimodel, Mike 11 NAM was hosen due to the already existing relationship be-tween these two software pakages (see Setion 2.8.2 for a detailed desription).2.7.3.2 ACRU Rainfall-Runo ModelACRU is a multi-purpose and multi-level integrated physial-oneptual mod-elling system that an simulate stream-ow, total evaporation and land overor management and abstration impats on water resoures at a daily time step(Mkenzie and Seago, 2007). Input to the menu is ontrolled by a menubuilderprogram where the user enters parameter or athment-related values, or usesdefaults provided.The ACRU model uses multi-layer soil water budgeting. Stream-ow is gener-ated as storm-ow and base-ow dependent upon the magnitude of daily rain-fall in relation to dynami soil water budgeting. Components of the soil waterbudget are integrated with modules in the ACRU system to simulate manyother athment omponents, inluding irrigation requirements and system
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 34yield. The model treats groundwater dynamis through a non-linear reservoirand allows riparian zones to be saturated from upland through-ow proesses.ACRU requires a degree of alibration. The model is ontinually being up-graded and has been used extensively throughout Southern Afria.2.7.4 Irrigation Requirement Planning: Sapwat3The water pumped from the Riviersonderend River for irrigation was measuredmonthly and the measurements are used in this thesis. This measured volumeof water needed to be distributed daily. In order to distribute this water, a goodunderstanding was neessary of the irrigation requirements of dierent ropsand irrigation system water usage, and this was aomplished using Sapwat3.Sapwat3 is a rop water-use planning model that an be applied at eld orsheme sales. Sapwat was originally developed by Mr Charles Crosby whileworking for MBB Consulting Engineers, with funding from the Water ResearhCommission. In 2009, a projet (Van Heerden et al., 2009) to further developSapwat was initiated with funding from the WRC, and this translated into anew version of the model, referred to as Sapwat3.Sapwat3 is disussed in more detail in Setion 2.8.3.2.7.5 Real-time System Management2.7.5.1 Mike FloodWathMike FloodWath is a deision support system for real-time foreasting thatintegrates data management, monitoring, foreast modelling tools and dissem-ination methodologies into a single, user-friendly environment (ESRI ArMapGIS) (Skotner et al., 2003). Operationally, it an run automatially, manuallyor as a ombination. Moreover, it an be ustomised using built-in VisualBasi sripting failities.The system an be used to manage and examine data imported in real-timefrom a range of external soures, inluding point observations (one-dimensional)and grid-based (two-dimensional) data from weather models and radar andsatellite imagery. The user an speify quality ontrol proedures for eahdata stream and link to ommon ommerial database engines (Skotner et al.,2003).The system inludes a senario management tool that makes it possible to arryout omparative assessments, get immediate answers and respond aordingly(Skotner et al., 2003). The user an identify key information and ustomisethe ow and presentation of this information. User-dened information, suhas vital foreast results and observations, an be disseminated either manually,
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 35as part of a sheduled task or on an event-driven basis. Typial disseminationtasks inlude the following: Sheduled uploading of observed and foreast time series and key resultsto a web server. Sheduled notiation of ood managers by e-mail or SMS, typially ofkey foreast results. Event-driven notiation of ood managers, typially in the early stagesof a oming ood.The Mike FloodWath system has been installed in numerous ountries world-wide, inluding the OFS-RT system in South Afria (refer to Setion 2.6.4).The system is typially used by regional and loal river basin authorities toprovide real-time foreasts in areas prone to ooding and to issue early, po-tentially life-saving, warnings to ood response managers and the vulnerablepopulation. Typial appliations inlude: Real-time monitoring and deision support. Real-time ood foreasting and warning. Control of dams, reservoirs and hydrauli strutures. Dissemination of real-time ood data, ood maps and ood responseations. Water resoure and environmental monitoring. Long-term foreasting.2.8 Software Used in this Thesis2.8.1 DHI Water and Environment Model: Mike 11Mike 11 is a software pakage for simulating ows, water quality and sedimenttransport in estuaries, rivers, irrigation hannels and other water bodies (DHI,2011).Mike 11 is a fully dynami, one-dimensional modelling tool for the detailedanalysis, design, management and operation of both simple and omplex riverand hannel systems (DHI, 2009a).The hydrodynami (HD) module is the nuleus of the Mike 11 modelling sys-tem (DHI, 2009a). It forms the basis for most of the modules, inludingood foreasting, advetion-dispersion, water quality and non-ohesive sedi-ment transport modules. The Mike 11 HD module solves the vertially inte-grated equations for the onservation of ontinuity and momentum, i.e. theSaint Venant equations.
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ū Average velo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(2.8.6)These equations an be integrated to desribe the ow through ross-setionsof any shape when divided up into a series of retangular ross setions, asshown in Figure 2.18.Aording to the previous assumptions, ∂h
∂x
is onstant aross the hannel andno exhange of momentum ours between the sub-hannels. If the integrated
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= 0 (2.8.12)Appliations related to the Mike 11 HD module inlude: Flood foreasting and reservoir operation. Simulation of ood ontrol measures. Operation of irrigation and surfae drainage systems. Design of hannel systems. Tidal and storm surge studies in rivers and estuaries.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 392.8.1.2 The Simulation EditorMike 11 omprises a number of dierent editors in whih data an be imple-mented and edited independently of eah other (DHI, 2009a). The simulationeditor onsists of the following supplementary editors:1. Network editor2. Cross-setion editor3. Boundary editor4. Time series editor5. Parameter editorAs a onsequene of the system of separated editor les, no diret linkage existsbetween the dierent editors if they are opened individually.The integration and exhange of information between eah of the individualdata editors is ahieved by using the Mike 11 simulation editor.The simulation editor serves three purposes: It ontains simulation and omputation ontrol parameters. It is used to start the simulation. It provides a linkage between the graphial view of the network editorand the other Mike 11 editors, as illustrated in Figure 2.19 below.
Figure 2.19: Graphial layout of Mike 11 simulation editor and links
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 40Network Editor The network editor is a entral unit in the Mike 11graphial user interfae. From the graphial view (the plan plot) of the networkeditor, it is possible to display information from all other data editors in Mike11. The network editor onsists of two views, a tabular view, where the rivernetwork data is presented in tables, and a graphial view, in whih graphialediting of the river network an be performed and data from other editors anbe aessed for editing, et.The two main funtions of the network editor are to: Firstly, provide editing failities for data dening the river network. Seondly, provide an overview of all data inluded in the simulationmodel of the river.Cross-Setion Editor River ross-setion data omprises two data sets,the raw and the proessed data. Raw data desribes the physial shape of aross-setion using (x, z) o-ordinates, typially obtained from a river bed sur-vey. Proessed data is alulated from the raw data and ontains orrespondingvalues for level, ross-setion area, ow width, and hydrauli/resistane radius.The proessed data table is applied diretly in the omputational module.Eah ross-setion is uniquely identied by the following three keys: River name: String of any length. Topo ID: String of any length (topographial identiation). Chainage: Real number.Boundary Editor and Time Series Editor Boundary onditions inMike 11 are dened by the ombined use of time series data, prepared in thetime series editor, and speiations made for loations of boundary pointsand boundary types in the boundary editor. That is, the boundary editorsmake up the time series editor and the boundary editor. Both editors have tobe ativated in order to speify a Mike 11 boundary ondition.The boundary editor is used to speify boundary onditions for a Mike 11model. It is used not only to speify ommon boundary onditions, suh aswater levels and inow hydrographs, but also for the speiation of lateralows along river reahes, solute onentrations of the inow hydrographs, var-ious meteorologial data and ertain boundary onditions used in onnetionwith strutures applied in a Mike 11 model. To be able to insert historiow data into the river model, the time series editor is used. The time seriesonsists of time and amount of ow measured, and is reated in Mike Zero.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 41Parameter Editor The hydrodynami parameters editor (HD parame-ter editor) is used for setting up supplementary data used for the simulation.Most of the parameters in this editor have default values, and in most asesthese values are suient for obtaining satisfatory simulation results. TheHD parameter editor ontains 17 dierent parameters that an be used by theuser, and these inlude: Initial river onditions. Wind frition on the water surfae. Bed resistane (This is adjusted in the ross-setion editor). Bed resistane toolbox: Oers a possibility to make the program alu-late the bed resistane as a funtion of the hydrauli parameters duringthe omputation. Wave approximation, whih remains fully dynami. Default values in hydrauli alulations (St. Venant equations). Quasi steady simulation. Heat balane. Stratiation of ow simulations. Additional time series output. Map generation. Groundwater leakage oeients. Reah lengths, only used in steady state simulations. Additional output. Flood plain resistane, speied in the ross-setion editor. User-dened markers. Enroahment simulations.The parameters used in this study inlude speifying the initial onditions ofthe river and using the additional output parameter for veloity output.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 422.8.2 Mike 11 NAM ModelThe NAM hydrologial model simulates the rainfall-runo proesses ourringon the athment sale. NAM forms part of the rainfall-runo (RR) moduleof the Mike 11 river modelling system. The rainfall-runo module an eitherbe applied independently, or used to represent one or more ontributing ath-ments that generate lateral inows to a river network. In this manner it ispossible to treat a single athment or a large river basin ontaining numerousathments and a omplex network of rivers and hannels within the samemodelling framework (DHI, 2009b).A mathematial hydrologial model like NAM is a set of linked mathematialstatements desribing, in a simplied quantitative form, the behaviour of theland phase of the hydrologial yle. NAM represents various omponents ofthe rainfall-runo proess by ontinuously aounting for the water ontentin four dierent and mutually interrelated storages. Eah storage representsdierent physial elements of the athment. NAM an be used either for on-tinuous hydrologial modelling over a range of ows, or for simulating singleevents (DHI, 2009b).2.8.2.1 Data RequirementsThe required time series, with a onstant or varying time interval betweenvalues, are mentioned below, along with the reommended range of frequeny.Three to ve years of data should be available for alibration and a few ad-ditional years for validation of the model. The time series are preipitation(one minute to one day), potential evaporation (one day to one month), andstream-ow data for alibration (one minute to a few hours).Data requirements for the NAM model onsist of: Setup parameters - athment area, topography and soil properties. Model parameters - time onstants and threshold values for the routingof overland ow, inter-ow and baseow. Meteorologial data - preipitation and evaporation. Streamow data for the model alibration.2.8.2.2 Model StrutureMike 11 NAM is based on physial strutures and equations used together withsemi-empirial ones. Being a lumped model, NAM treats eah athment as asingle unit. The parameters used are average values for the entire athment.As a result, some of the model parameters an be evaluated from the phys-ial athment data, but the nal parameter estimation must be performed
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 43by alibration against time series of measured hydrologial observations (DHI,2009b).NAM simulates the rainfall-runo proess by ontinuously aounting for thewater ontent in four dierent and mutually interrelated storages that repre-sent dierent physial elements of the athment. These storages are: Snow storage Surfae storage Lower or root zone storage Groundwater storageIn addition, NAM allows the treatment of man-made interventions in the hy-drologial yle, suh as irrigation and groundwater pumping. In this the-sis the man-made interventions are represented by subtrating the on-farmdam athment from the bigger tributary athment (see Setion 3.2.4). Thegroundwater is of little eet in the Riviersonderend athment as the farmersdoes not irrigate from boreholes beause of the availability of the Rivierson-derend River. The boreholes in the area are mostly used for on-farm drinkingwater, whih has a negligible eet ompared to irrigation usage (Ferreira,2011).Based on the meteorologial input data, NAM produes athment runo aswell as information about other elements of the land phase of the hydrologi-al yle, suh as the temporal variation in evapotranspiration, soil moistureontent, groundwater reharge, and groundwater levels. The resulting ath-ment runo is split oneptually into overland ow, inter-ow and baseowomponents.2.8.2.3 Basi Modelling ComponentsThe modelling omponents used for this study are disussed in this setion.The snow module is not appliable in the Riviersonderend athment, and theextended groundwater omponents and irrigation module were not utilised forthis thesis.Surfae storage Moisture interepted on the vegetation as well as watertrapped in depressions and in the uppermost, ultivated part of the ground isrepresented as surfae storage. Umax denotes the upper limit of the amount ofwater in the surfae storage.The amount of water, U , in the surfae storage is ontinuously diminished byevaporative onsumption as well as by horizontal leakage (interow). Whenthere is maximum surfae storage, some of the exess water, PN , will enter the
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 44streams as overland ow, whereas the remainder is diverted as inltration intothe lower zone and groundwater storage (DHI, 2009b).Lower Zone or Root Zone Storage The soil moisture in the root zone,a soil layer below the surfae from whih the vegetation an draw water fortranspiration, is represented as lower zone storage. Lmax denotes the upperlimit of the amount of water in this storage (DHI, 2009b).Moisture in the lower zone storage is subjet to onsumptive loss from tran-spiration. The moisture ontent ontrols the amount of water that enters thegroundwater storage as reharge and the interow and overland ow ompo-nents.Evapotranspiration Evapotranspiration demands are rst met at the po-tential rate from the surfae storage. If the moisture ontent U in the surfaestorage is less than these requirements (U < Ep), the remaining fration isassumed to be withdrawn by root ativity from the lower zone storage at anatual rate Ea. Ea is proportional to the potential evapotranspiration andvaries linearly with the relative soil moisture ontent, L/Lmax, of the lowerzone storage.
Ea = (Ep − U)
L
Lmax
(2.8.13)Overland Flow When the surfae storage spills, i.e. when U > Umax, theexess water PN gives rise to overland ow as well as to inltration. QOFdenotes the part of PN that ontributes to overland ow. It is assumed to beproportional to PN and to vary linearly with the relative soil moisture ontent,















QOF Quantied overland ow.
CQOF Overland ow runo oeient (0 ≤ CQOF ≤ 1).
TOF Threshold value for overland ow (0 ≤ TOF ≤ 1).
PN Proportion of the exess water that does not run o asoverland ow inltrates into the lower zone storage.A portion, ∆L, of the water available for inltration, (PN −QOF ), is assumedto inrease the moisture ontent L in the lower zone storage. The remainingamount of inltrating moisture, G, is assumed to perolate deeper and rehargethe groundwater storage.
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CKIF Time onstant for interow.













−β for OF ≤ OFmin (2.8.16)where
CK Time onstant.
OF Overland ow (mm/hour).

















TG Root zone threshold value for groundwater reharge(0 ≤ TG ≤ 1).
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 46Soil Moisture Content The lower zone storage represents the water on-tent within the root zone. After apportioning the net rainfall between overlandow and inltration to groundwater, the remainder of the net rainfall inreasesthe moisture ontent L within the lower zone storage by the amount ∆L (DHI,2009b).
∆L = PN −QOF −G (2.8.18)Baseow The baseow BF from the groundwater storage is alulated asthe outow from a linear reservoir with time onstant CKBF (DHI, 2009b).2.8.2.4 Surfae and Root Zone ParametersMaximum Water Content in Surfae Storage The maximum waterontent in the surfae storage is dened as Umax (mm). This storage is inter-preted as inluding the water ontent in the intereption storage (on vegeta-tion), in surfae depression storages, and in the uppermost few entimetres ofthe ground. Typial values of Umax are in the range of 10 to 20 mm (DHI,2009b).One important harateristi of the model is that the surfae storage must beat its maximum apaity, U ≥ Umax, before any exess water, PN , ours (DHI,2009b). In dry periods, the amount of net rainfall that must our before anyoverland ow ours an be used to estimate Umax.Maximum Water Content in Root Zone Storage The maximum waterontent in the lower or root zone storage is dened by Lmax. Lmax an beinterpreted as the maximum soil moisture ontent in the root zone availablefor the vegetative transpiration.It should be noted that Lmax represents the average value for an entire ath-ment, i.e. an average value for the various soil types and root depths of theindividual vegetation types. Hene, Lmax annot in pratie be estimated fromeld data, but an expeted interval an be dened (DHI, 2009b).Overland Flow Runo Coeient CQOF determines the extent to whihexess rainfall runs o as overland ow, as well as the magnitude of inltration(DHI, 2009b).
CQOF is dimensionless with values between 0 and 1. Physially, in a lumpedmanner, it reets the inltration and also, to some extent, the reharge ondi-tions. Small values of CQOF are expeted for a at athment having oarse,sandy soils and a large unsaturated zone, whereas large CQOF values are ex-peted for athments having low, permeable soils suh as lay or bare roks.
CQOF -values in the range 0.01 to 0.90 have been experiened.It should be noted that, during periods when the groundwater table is at
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 47the ground surfae, the model exludes the inltration omponent and hene
CQOF beomes redundant (DHI, 2009b).Time Constant for Interow CKIF [hours℄; together with Umax, deter-mines the amount of interow ((CKIF )−1 is the quantity of the surfae waterontent U that is drained to interow every hour). It is the dominant routingparameter of the interow, beause CK12 ≪ CKIF .Physial interpretation of the interow is diult (DHI, 2009b). Sine inter-ow is seldom the dominant streamow omponent, CKIF is not, in general,a very important parameter. Usually, CKIF values are in the range of 500 to1 000 hours.Time Constant for Routing Interow and Overland Flow The timeonstant for routing interow and overland ow, CK12 [hours℄, determines theshape of hydrograph peaks. The value of CK12 depends on the size of theathment and how fast it responds to rainfall. Typial values are in the rangeof three to 48 hours.The time onstant an be inferred from alibration on peak events. If thesimulated peak disharges are too low or arriving too late, dereasing CK12may orret this, and vie versa.Root Zone Threshold Value for Overland Flow TOF is a thresholdvalue for overland ow in the sense that no overland ow is generated if therelative moisture ontent of the lower zone storage, L/Lmax, is less than TOF .Similarly, the root zone threshold values for interow, TIF , and reharge, TG,at as threshold values for the generation of interow and reharge respetively(DHI, 2009b).Physially, the three threshold values should reet the degree of spatial vari-ability in the athment harateristis, so that a small homogeneous ath-ment is expeted to have larger threshold values than a large heterogeneousathment (DHI, 2009b).For athments with alternating dry and wet periods, the threshold values de-termine the onset of the ow omponents in the periods when the root zone isbeing lled up. This an be used in model alibration. It should be noted thatthe threshold values have no importane in wet periods. The signiane ofthe threshold value varies from athment to athment and is usually largerin semi-arid regions (DHI, 2009b).Root Zone Threshold Value for Interow The root zone threshold valuefor interow has the same funtion for interow as TOF has for the overlandow. It is usually not a very important parameter, and in most ases it anbe given a value equal to zero.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 48Table 2.2: Eets of hanging dierent NAM parameters on runo (Supiahand Hashim, 2002)Parameters Change EetsRoot zone storage Inrease Peak runo dereased. Runovolume redued.Surfae storage Inrease Peak runo dereased. Runovolume redued.Overland ow Inrease Peak runo dereased. Runovolume inreased.Root zone threshold Inrease Peak runo dereased. Runovolume redued.Time onstraint of interow Inrease Peak runo dereased. Thetriangular shape expandshorizontally.Time onstraint of base ow Inrease Base ow dereased.Maximum groundwater depth Inrease Peak runo dereased. Runovolume redued.2.8.2.5 Initail ConditionsThe initial onditions required by the NAM model onsist of the initial waterontent in the surfae and root zone storages, together with initial values ofoverland ow, interow, and baseow.If a simulation ommenes at the end of a dry period, it is often suient toset all initial values to zero, exept the water ontent in the root zone and thebaseow. The water ontent in the root zone should be about 10 to 30% ofthe apaity, and the baseow should be given a value lose to the observeddisharge (DHI, 2009b).In general it is reommended to disregard the rst three to six months ofthe NAM simulation in order to eliminate the inuene of erroneous initialonditions (DHI, 2009b). In this thesis, a time period between the years 2000to 2010 were used with 2005 being simulated rst, ensuring minimum inueneof erroneous initial onditions.2.8.2.6 Rainfall-Runo OutputWith the various adjustable parameters it is useful to know the eets of eahparameter on the rainfall-runo editor output. Table 2.2 illustrates the eetsof hanging dierent NAM parameters (Supiah and Hashim, 2002). Mike 11NAM generates a time series le that inludes the following: Observed disharge.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 49 Simulated disharge. Aumulative observed disharge. Aumulative simulated disharge.In the Riviersonderend River basin, Mike 11 NAM was used to determine theow of the unmeasured tributaries along the river with a 12 minute time step.This is disussed in more detail in Setion 3.3.1.2.8.2.7 Model CalibrationIn the NAM model, the parameters and variables represent average valuesfor the entire athment. While a range of likely parameter values an beestimated in some ases, it is not possible, in general, to determine the valuesof the NAM parameters on the basis of the physiographi, limati and soilphysial harateristis of the athment, sine most of the parameters are of anempirial and oneptual nature. Thus, the nal parameter estimation mustbe performed by alibration against time series of hydrologial observations(DHI, 2009b).Calibration objetives and evaluation measures . The following ob-jetives are usually onsidered in the model alibration:1. A good agreement between the average simulated and observed ath-ment runo (i.e. a good water balane).2. A good overall agreement of the shape of the hydrograph.3. A good agreement of the peak ows with respet to timing, rate andvolume.4. A good agreement for low ows.In this respet it is important to note that, in general, trade-os exist betweenthe dierent objetives. For instane, one may nd a set of parameters thatprovides a very good simulation of peak ows but a poor simulation of lowows, and vie versa (DHI, 2009b).In the alibration proess, the four alibration objetives above should be takeninto aount. If the objetives are of equal importane, one should seek to bal-ane all the objetives, whereas in the ase of priority to a ertain objetivethis objetive, should be favoured.For a general evaluation of the alibrated model, the simulated runo is om-pared with disharge measurements (DHI, 2009b). Both graphial and numer-ial performane measures should be applied in the alibration proess. The
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 50graphial evaluation inludes a omparison of the simulated and observed hy-drograph, and a omparison of the simulated and observed aumulated runo.The numerial performane measures inlude the overall water balane error(i.e. the dierene between the average simulated and observed runo), anda measure of the overall shape of the hydrograph based on the oeient ofdetermination.However, an exat agreement between simulations and observations must notbe expeted. The goodness-of-t of the alibrated model is aeted by dierenterror soures, inluding:1. Errors in meteorologial input data.2. Errors in reorded observations.3. Errors and simpliations inherent in the model struture.4. Errors due to the use of non-optimal parameter values.In model alibration only the non-optimal parameter values should be min-imised. In this respet it is important to distinguish between the dierent errorsoures, sine alibration of the model parameters may ompensate for errorsin data and model struture. For athments with a low quantity or quality ofdata, less aurate alibration results may have to be aepted (DHI, 2009b).Satisfatory alibrations over a full range of ows usually require ontinuousobservations of runo for a period of three to ve years (DHI, 2009b). Runoseries of a shorter duration, however, will also be useful for alibration, al-though they do not ensure eient alibration of the model.Automati Calibration Routine An automati optimisation routine isavailable for alibration of the basi NAM model. The automati alibrationroutine is based on a multi-objetive optimisation strategy in whih the fourdierent alibration objetives given above an be optimised simultaneously(DHI, 2009b).Multi-objetive alibration measures In automati alibration, thealibration objetives have to be formulated as numerial goodness-of t mea-sures that are optimised automatially (DHI, 2009b). For the four alibrationobjetives dened above, the following numerial performane measures areused:1. Agreement between the average simulated and observed athment runo:overall volume error.2. Overall agreement of the shape of the hydrograph: overall root meansquare error (RMSE).
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Qobs,i Observed disharge at time i.
Qsim,i Simulated disharge at time i.
θ The set of model parameters to be alibrated.


















Mp Number of peak ow events in the alibration period.


















Ml Number of low-ow events in the alibration period.Low-ow events are dened as periods when the observed disharge isabove a given (user-speied) threshold level.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 52Optimisation algorithm The multi-objetive optimisation problem anbe formulated as follows:
min (F1(θ), F2(θ), F3(θ), F4(θ)) , θ ∈ Θ (2.8.23)The optimisation problem is said to be onstrained in the sense that θ isrestrited to the feasible parameter spae Θ (DHI, 2009b). The parameterspae is dened as a hyperube by speifying lower and upper limits on eahparameter. These limits should be hosen aording to physial and mathe-matial onstraints in the model and from modelling experienes (DHI, 2009b).The solution for Equation 2.8.23 will not, in general, be a single unique setof parameters, but will onsist of the so-alled Pareto set of solutions (non-dominated solutions) aording to various trade-os between the dierent ob-jetives (DHI, 2009b). The onept of Pareto optimality implies that the entireparameter spae θ an be divided into good (Pareto optimal) and bad so-lutions, and none of the good solutions an be said to be better than anyof the other good solutions. A member of the Pareto set will be better thanany other member with respet to some of the objetives, but beause of thetrade-o between the dierent objetives it will not be better with respet toother objetives (DHI, 2009b).In pratial appliations, the entire Pareto set may be too expensive to alu-late, and one is only interested in part of the Pareto optimal solutions (DHI,2009b). To estimate only a single point of the Pareto front, a single-objetiveoptimisation problem is dened that aggregates the dierent objetive fun-tions F1(θ)− F4(θ).
Fagg(θ) = [(F1(θ) + A1)
2 + (F2(θ) + A2)
2 + (F3(θ) + A3)




Ai Transformation onstants.A balaned aggregated measure is dened by assigning transformation on-stants in Equation 2.8.24 suh that the dierent objetives have equal weightin the optimisation. The transformation onstants are automatially alu-lated based on the initially generated population of parameter sets in theoptimisation loop (DHI, 2009b).The optimal parameter set is found by minimising Equation 2.8.24 with re-spet to θ. Optimisation is performed automatially using the shued omplexevolution (SCE) algorithm. The SCE method is a global searh method in thesense that it is designed espeially for loating the global optimum of theobjetive funtion and not being trapped in loal optima (DHI, 2009b).
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 532.8.3 Sapwat3 Irrigation Planning Software2.8.3.1 IntrodutionThe Sapwat3 model is used for planning purposes, and is used to estimatethe rop water-use requirements of dierent rops under dierent irrigationsystems and dierent irrigation management regimes throughout South Afriaand neighbouring ountries. The researh team member responsible for thetehnology transfer of Sapwat3 was Mr Pieter van Heerden, who is a memberof the Piwat onsulting team (Pott et al., 2008).2.8.3.2 Estimating Irrigation RequirementsSapwat3 was developed to satisfy the need for a user-friendly and redible aidfor the estimation of rop irrigation requirements, for the planning of irrigationshemes and for water management by WUAs that an ater for developmentsin irrigation pratie and management (Van Heerden and Crosby, 2002).On the international front, Sapwat3 links to and is a development of the Foodand Agriulture Organization (FAO) planning model Cropwat, whih is basedon several FAO irrigation and drainage papers (Van Heerden et al., 2009).These papers fous on irrigation management and rop evapotranspiration(Allen et al., 1998).Sapwat3 is not a rop growth model. It is a planning and management aidthat is supported by an extensive South Afrian limate and rop database(Van Heerden et al., 2009; Van Heerden and Crosby, 2005).The Sapwat3 software takes the user through a proess of (Van Heerden andCrosby, 2002): Importing weather station data. Comparing referene evaporation graphs. Seleting rop fators.Sapwat3 gives a output display that shows the water requirements for thatrop, the eetive rainfall and the irrigation requirements, and several optionsare provided, enabling the user to repliate a spei situation.2.8.3.3 Weather StationsSapwat3 uses monthly or daily weather data as the basis for alulating dailyPenman-Monteith referene evapotranspiration (ET0) values for a site, as de-sribed by Allen et al. (1998). Weather data for use by Sapwat3 omes fromve possible soures: CLIMWAT, manual weather stations, automati weatherstations, and the user an build an own weather station or import data from
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 54external soures. Sapwat3 inludes the full set of CLIMWAT data, as well as50 years of daily data for eah quaternary drainage region of the ountry (VanHeerden et al., 2009) and the daily values for some standard and automatiweather stations.In the Riversonderend athment, Tygerhoek and Theewaterskloof (H6R001)rainfall stations were available to be imported into Sapwat3. The Theewa-terskloof rainfall station, loated at the Theewaterkloof Dam, lies in a morerainfall intensive area ompared to Tygerhoek rainfall station downstream ofTheewaterskloof Dam, refer to Chapter 3.Tygerhoek rainfall station, owned by Stellenbosh University, is used for forthe purpose of researh on the surrounding farms. For the purpose of this the-sis, the existing weather data from Tygerhoek rainfall station was importedinto Sapwat3 to estimate the irrigation requirements.2.8.3.4 SoilBroadly speaking, soil is dened as unonsolidated inorgani and organi ma-terial on the immediate surfae of the earth that ats as a natural mediumfor the growth of plants and all other soil-living reatures. It is a mix of solidinorgani partiles, water, air and organi material. It is an integral part of thelandsape and its harateristis, appearane and distribution are determinedby limate, parent material, topography, ora, fauna and time (Van Heerdenet al., 2009).Soil an be highly variable in a landsape, with observable dierenes in depth,texture, struture and slope. The eet of dierenes in hemial ontentis sometimes obvious, and hanges an sometimes be predited for speiland-use ativities. Not all soils are suitable for irrigation. Irrigation in-dues hanges in the physial, hemial and biologial harateristis of a soil;therefore land lassiation for irrigation should onsider the various potentialhanges and use this as a bakground for delineating lands on the basis ofsuitability for irrigation use.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 55Soil Water A thorough understanding of the soil water balane and thefators that inuene it are mathematially desribed and diagrammatiallyrepresented in Figure 2.20 (Allen et al., 1998).
∆D = I + (P − RO)− E − T + CR −DP (2.8.25)where








Figure 2.20: A diagrammati representation of the soil water balane in theroot zone of ropFigure 2.20 illustrate the soil water balane in the root zone of a rop. Watersoures for the root zone inlude rain, irrigation and apillary rise, while theextration of water is through evapotranspiration (transpiration and soil sur-fae evaporation) and deep perolation. Runo from soil surfae does not addto the soil water ontent and is usually subtrated from rainfall (Van Heerdenet al., 2009). The amount of rainfall, transpiration and soil surfae evaporationis linked to the limate of the area, while apillary rise and deep perolation
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 56are mainly inuened by water management of the irrigated and surroundingareas. Figure 2.20 also show diagrammatially the onepts of:Field apaity The amount of water that a soil an hold after all freewater has been allowed to drain out of the root zone.Wilting point The water level in the root zone at whih plants will bepermanently wilted.Depletion The amount of water depleted from the root zonethrough evapotranspiration.RAW Readily available water - the amount of water that isavailable to a rop without the rop undergoing stresssituations.TAW Total available water - the total amount of plant avail-able water that a soil an hold in the root zone.Evaporation from the Soil Surfae Where the topsoil is wet followingrain or irrigation, the evaporation omponent (KeET0) is at a maximum. Asthe soil surfae beomes drier, soil surfae evaporation is redued until a levelof no pratially measurable evaporation is reahed. Evaporation ours pre-dominantly from the exposed soil fration. Hene, evaporation is restritedat any moment by the energy available at the exposed soil fration; thereforeKe annot exeed fewKcmax, where few is the fration of soil from whih mostevaporation ours, i.e. the fration of the soil not overed by vegetation andwetted by irrigation or preipitation (Allen et al., 1998).Evaporation from the soil surfae an be assumed to take plae in two stages:an energy-limiting stage, and a falling-rate stage. When the soil surfae is wet,Kr (dimensionless evaporation redution oeient) is 1. When the water on-tent in the upper soil beomes limiting, Kr dereases and beomes zero whenthe total amount of water that an be evaporated from the topsoil is depleted(Allen et al., 1998).In the simple evaporation proedure it is assumed that the water ontent ofthe evaporation layer of the soil is at eld apaity, θFC , shortly following amajor wetting event, and that the soil an dry to a water ontent level that ishalfway between oven dry (no water left) and wilting point, θWP , The amountof water that an be depleted by evaporation during a omplete drying ylean hene be estimated as (Allen et al., 1998):
TEW = 1000(θFC − 0.5 θWP )Ze (2.8.26)where
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al soil water harateristis for dierent soil typesSoilType Soil water harateristis Evaporation parameters
θFC θWP θFC - θWP Amount of waterStage 1REW Stage 1 and 2TEW (Ze=0.1 m)
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Kr Dimensionless evaporation oeient dependent on thesoil water depletion (umulative depth of evaporation)from the topsoil layer (Kr = 1 when De,i−1 ≤ REW).
De,i−1 Cumulative depth of evaporation (depletion) from thesoil surfae layer at the end of day i − 1 (the previousday) [mm℄.
TEW Total evaporative water. Maximum umulative depth ofevaporation (depletion) from the soil surfae layer when
Kr = 0.
REW Readily evaporative water: Cumulative depth ofevaporation (depletion) at the end of stage 1 [mm℄ for
De,i−1 > REW.Table 2.3 provides for all the elements required for irrigation water estimates,soil type, eld apaity, wilting point, total evaporative water and readilyevaporative water, as well as eetive depth, evaporation depth and inltrationrate. The parameters used in Sapwat3 are illustrated in Setion 3.3.2.2.8.3.5 CropsWater inuenes the growth and development of plants beause it is essentialfor every biologial reation in the plant. It is the most abundant onstituentin plants, ranging from about 75 to 90% of a plant's mass by weight. The roleof water inludes:1. Involvement in all biologial reations.2. A strutural omponent in the proteins and nulei aids in the plantells.3. A regulator of plant temperature.In addition to its in-plant role, water also ats as an environmental regulatorof the limate around the plant (Van Heerden et al., 2009).All annual and deiduous rops have a similar growth and development pat-tern, i.e. new growth starts at the beginning of the season with new foliagedeveloping and very little ground shading. As the rops develop, foliage devel-ops until the soil surfae is mostly or fully overshadowed. Plants then usuallygo into a reprodutive phase during whih seed and fruit develop. These ripentowards the end of the season, the foliage starts dying and at the end of theseason bare ground is again found.The problem that faed the irrigation water requirement planner and designerwas how to desribe this rather omplex physiology and phenology in termsthat are easily understood and redible. This problem was solved by adoptingthe four-stage growth yle approah for desribing the growth and develop-ment of rops (Allen et al., 1998).
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 59The Four-Stage Crop Cyle Sapwat3 reognises the limitations of the useof A-pan evaporation and uses short grass as referene evaporation, in assoia-tion with the linked and less empirial four-stage approah for the developmentof rop fators. The use of short grass referene evaporation redues the im-pat of limati hange on rop water use, but has no inuene on the lengthof growth stages. This referene evaporation is in harmony with the growingplant (Van Heerden et al., 2009), so that there is automati ompensation forlimati dierenes. When full, eetive ground over is reahed, the ropfator would be 1.The four stages of rop development are desribed as follows:Initial stage: Germination and early growth, when theground surfae is barely overed by the rop(ground over < 10%).Crop developmentstage: From the end of the initial stage to the reah-ing of eetive full ground over (groundover 70 to 80%).Mid-season stage: From reahing full eetive ground over un-til the beginning of maturity, as indiated byolour hange of leaves and leaf drop.Late-season stage: From the end of the mid-season stage to fullmaturity or harvest.The basi approah for the estimation of rop water use is still the same aswith A-pan and rop fators:
ETcrop = Kc · ET0 (2.8.28)where
ETcrop rop evapotranspiration
Kc rop oeient
ET0 referene evaporationSapwat3 subdivides South Afria into seven agro-limati regions to developdefault rop fators for eah of these regions. Default planting dates for eahregion and rop are also speied and, where planting date has a notieableinuene on growth stages, individual rop les were developed aording toplanting month per region. Where notieable dierenes between ultivars(e.g. early or late) are found, eah is handled as a separate rop (Van Heerdenet al., 2009).The rop fator le was developed aording to priniples that were derivedwith the help of rop sientists. Validation of these values takes plae ontinu-ously and is based on praties in the eld and on the experiene of irrigation
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 60onsultants. The default rop fator les provide for manipulations (Van Heer-den et al., 2009).Sapwat3 uses the Penman-Monteith equation to determine ET0 and has beenpublished as the standard alulation method in FAO Irrigation and DrainageReport No 56 (Allen et al., 1998).
ET0 =




∆ + γ(1 + 0.34u2)
(2.8.29)where
ETo Referene evapotranspiration [mmday−1℄.
Rn Net radiation at the rop surfae [MJm−2day−1℄.
G Soil heat ux density [MJm−2day−1℄.
T Mean daily air temperature at 2 m height [◦C℄.
u2 Wind speed at 2 m height [ms−1℄.
es Saturation vapour pressure [kPa℄.
ea Atual vapour pressure [kPa℄.
es − ea Saturation vapour pressure deit [kPa℄.
∆ Slope vapour pressure urve [kPa◦C−1℄.
γ Psyhrometri onstant [kPa◦C−1℄.The alulated referene evapotranspiration, ET0, provides a standard to whih:1. Evapotranspiration at dierent periods of the year or in other regionsan be ompared.2. Evapotranspiration of other rops an be related.The equation uses standard weather data reords of solar radiation (sunshine),air temperature, humidity and wind speed and is desribed as being a lose,simple representation of the physial and physiologial fators governing theevapotranspiration proess. By using the FAO Penman-Monteith denitionfor ET0, one may alulate rop oeients by using Equation 2.8.28 (Allenet al., 1998).When weather data is added to Sapwat3, the program runs sequentially throughall the reords and does the neessary alulations to determine and store val-ues for use in the alulation of the Penman-Monteith equation. The neessaryweather data that is not speied by the user is dened by Sapwat3 using meanweather data (radiation, wind, soil heat ux density, et.) of the user-speiedweather station loation.
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 612.8.3.6 Irrigation SystemsSapwat3 provides a data table that ould be used by the software as a refer-ene table. This gives the user the ability to add, edit or delete data or toadapt values to suit loal onditions. Table 2.4 shows the irrigation systemsand their eienies as inluded in Sapwat3. In Riviersonderend, the mostommon irrigation systems are entre pivot and drip (Ferreira, 2011). It is aommon tendeny for farmers to use a drip irrigation system when possible toimprove the the eieny of fertilizer appliation. A entre pivot system usesmore water than a drip system, Setion 3.2.3 explains this in more detail.Table 2.4: Irrigation systems and eienies inluded in Sapwat3System Appliation eieny(%) Distributionuniformity (%)Centre pivot 80 100Drip 95 100Flood: basin 75 100Flood: border 50 100Flood: furrow 55 100Linear 85 100Miro-spray 90 100Miro-sprinkler 85 100Sprinkler: big gun 70 100Sprinkler: boom 75 100Sprinkler: dragline 75 100Sprinkler: hop-along 75 100Sprinkler: permanent 85 100Sprinkler: quik-oupling 75 100Sprinkler: side roll 75 100Sprinkler: travelling boom 80 100Sprinkler: travelling gun 75 100Subsurfae 95 100Sprinkler: perm. (oppy) 85 100On-farm distribution systems are dened as the distribution from water soure,whih ould be the o-take from a bigger distribution anal or a borehole or apump out of a river, to eld edge. The irrigation system itself is assumed tobe that system whih distributes water on the eld, with the eld edge as theassumed boundary.In the Riviersonderend athment, the water is pumped from the Rivierson-derend River and is delivered to the irrigation eld with pipes. A distribution
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CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 62eieny of 75% is used in this thesis for Sapwat3 alulations, see Table 2.5for a list of distribution eienies values (Van Heerden et al., 2009).Table 2.5: Distribution system eieniesDistribution system Farm (%)Piped supply 100Lined sump 95Unlined sump 90Lined dam, lined anals 90Lined dam, unlined anals 85Unlined dam, lined anals 80Unlined dam, unlined anals 75Lined anals 95Unlined anals 85Dam, river 75
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Chapter 3Hydrodynami Modelling of theRiviersonderend River
3.1 IntrodutionThis hapter aims to provide the various methodologies used to onstruta hydrodynami model of the Riviersonderend River. The rst setion dis-usses how and where the data was obtained that was required. This datainludes ow data, weather data and irrigation data. This setion also disussthe method used to determine the tributary athment area in the Rivier-sonderend athment used in Mike 11 NAM. The tributary athment aredetermined exluding the on-farm dam athments and riparian vegetation.The runo generated by the athment area, onsisting of riparian vegetation,is also used in Mike 11 NAM.Mike 11 NAM was used to estimate the rainfall-runo relationships for theRiviersonderend athment. The proess used to alibrate the Mike 11 NAMmodel using the Baviaanskloof River (tributary) near Genadendal is disussed.Sapwat3 was used to determine the daily irrigation water usage pattern, ofthe farmers downstream of Theewaterskloof Dam, using the rop water re-quirements of the most abundant rops in the region, apples and maize. Themeasured water volume used for irrigation is distributed for aording to eahfarms water usage pattern. Previous studies were investigated to determinethe return ow generated by the irrigation. A return ow of 30% for the waterirrigated was adopted.The nal setion explains how the Mike 11 model was onstruted and explainsthe proess applied to onstrut the hydrodynami model. This setion alsodisusses how the daily rainfall and evaporation were simulated in the Mike11 model. The time interval of the meteorologial data (daily) is signiantlylarger than the output time interval used in Mike 11 NAM (twelve minute)and Mike 11 (ve minute) whih aused inauraies.Copies of all the reords (e.g. rainfall, evaporation, water usage, disharge,63
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65Figure 3.1: Google Earth snapshot of the Riviersonderend River indiating weather stations, ow gauges and water bodies
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CHAPTER 3. HYDRODYNAMIC MODELLING OF THERIVIERSONDEREND RIVER 663.2.1 Flow DataFlow data were obtained from the DWA (DWA, 2011). There are nine gaugingstation within the H60 drainage region, namely: H6H005 - Baviaanskloof River at Genadendal. H6H009 - Riviersonderend at Reenen. H6H010 - Waterkloof River at Waggensbooms Kloof. H6H012 - Riviersonderend at Dwarstrek. H6H015 - Elands River at Twist Niet. H6H016 - Left anal from Verdeelkas at Twist Niet. H6H017 - Right anal from Verdeelkas at Twist Niet. H6H018 - Canal overow to Elands River at Twist Niet. H6H019 - Canal from Baviaanskloof River at Genadendal.Downstream from Theewaterskloof Dam, two operational stations are availablein the Riviersonderend River. Firstly, with the onstrution of TheewaterskloofDam a gauging station alled Dwarstrek was built about three kilometres fromthe dam. Figure 3.2 shows a photo of the Dwarstrek gauging station, with aathment area of 25 km2, downstream from Theewaterskloof Dam. Seondly,an older gauging station alled Rheenen is available 101.5 kilometres from thedam, with a athment area of 1507 km2, downstream from TheewaterskloofDam (see Figure 3.3). Figure 3.4 shows the longitudinal prole of the Rivier-sonderend River, downstream from Theewaterskloof Dam, with the loationof Rheenen and Dwarstrek gauging stations.
Figure 3.2: Dwarstrek (H6H012) Figure 3.3: Rheenen (H6H009)The ow of one tributary, the Baviaanskloof River, is measured downstream
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Figure 3.4: Riviersonderend River longitudinal prole downstream from Thee-waterskloof Damfrom Theewaterskloof Dam. The Genadendal gauging station (H6H005) has aathment area of 24 km2. Additionally, a anal gauging station (H6H019)is operational at the same loation. Both these stations are loated nearGenadendal. See Figure 3.1 for the loation of the Genadendal gauging sta-tion, inluding the Baviaanskloof River gauging (H6H005) and anal gauging(H6H019) stations.The disharge measured at the anal (H6H019) was added to the disharge atthe Genadendal gauging station (H6H005) to alulate the disharge from theBaviaanskloof River.3.2.2 Weather DataThe Riviersonderend mountains have a major eet on the rainfall patternsin this area. Cold fronts oming from the oean to the south move over theathment and against the Riviersonderend mountains. The mountains forethe old air upwards, where it ondenses and forms rain. The rainfall andevaporation data used in this thesis were obtained from two existing weatherstations in the Riviersonderend athment.The Riviersonderend region has a natural mean annual preipitation (MAP)of 500.8 mm downstream of Theewaterskloof (WR90, 1994). Two weatherstations are loated in the Riviersonderend region. Firstly, TheewaterskloofDam has a weather station measuring rainfall and evaporation, the data forwhih were obtained from WeatherSA. The seond weather station that wasused is on the Tygerhoek researh farm, whih is loated lose to the town of
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CHAPTER 3. HYDRODYNAMIC MODELLING OF THERIVIERSONDEREND RIVER 68Riviersonderend. Daily rainfall data were obtained from Tygerhoek and theTheewaterskloof Dam (see Figure 3.1). The rainfall distribution in the BreedeWMA is illustrated in Figure 3.5.
Figure 3.5: Rainfall distribution in the Breede WMA (DWA, 2004a)The evaporation data from the Theewaterskloof weather station, measured inmillimetres, was also available as daily measurements. The evaporation wasmeasured using a Symons pan (S-pan); this measured data was multiplied bypan fators to onvert the pan measurements to more aurately represent in-eld data. See Table 3.1 for the pan fator used in this study.The weather station rainfall data sets have a orrelation oeient of 0.647 inrelation to the daily preipitation from 2000 to 2010 (see Table 3.2 for annualorrelation fators). Figure 3.6 shows the monthly rainfall at TheewaterskloofDam and the Tygerhoek weather station for 2006 to illustrate the orrelationbetween rainfall stations. A orrelation greater than 0.8 is generally desribedas strong, whereas a orrelation less than 0.5 is generally desribed as weak(Du Plessis, 2008).The possibility of utilising other stations outside of the Riviersonderend ath-ment (H60) was investigated. The weather stations loated in the BreedeRiver Component, north of the Riviersonderend athment (Figure 2.2), were
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Table 3.1: Pan fators speied by WR90 (Du Plessis, 2008)Month Lake evaporation Cathment evaporationOtober 0.8 0.81November 1.00 0.82Deember 1.00 0.83January 1.00 0.84February 1.00 0.88Marh 1.00 0.88April 1.00 0.88May 1.00 0.87June 1.00 0.85July 0.8 0.83August 0.8 0.81September 0.8 0.81
Table 3.2: Daily rainfall orrelation oeient for the Theewaterskloof andTygerhoek weather stationsYear Correlation oeient2000 0.1442001 0.2822002 0.1392003 0.3142004 0.8252005 0.9222006 0.6832007 0.9102008 0.7662009 0.5332010 0.754
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Figure 3.6: Monthly rainfall data of 2006not used due to the eet the Riviersonderend mountains have on the rainfalldistribution (see Figure 3.5).In the Overberg omponent of the Breede MWA (Figure 2.2) the weather sta-tions are loated lose to the oastline. The rainfall inreases signiantly tothe west of the Riviersonderend athment and does not represent the rainfalldistribution downstream from Theewaterskloof Dam.Theewaterskloof (H6R001) weather station is loated in a area that reeives agreater MAP than Tygerhoek station (see Figure 3.5). This is used with therainfall-runo software where the weighted eet stations' rainfall pattern wasdistributed amongst eah tertiary athment (ex. H60E). This is disussed ingreater detail in Setion 3.3.1.3.2.3 Irrigation DataIn 2006, the ZWUA installed ow measurement devies on the pumps in theRiviersonderend River. Measured irrigation data of the Riviersonderend areawas obtained from the ZWUA (Ferreira, 2011).The water usage was measured using eLetroFlo measurement devies. Thesedevies have no moving parts and are alibrated using the pump power/owratio when installed. They operate on the unique relationship that exists be-
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Figure 3.7: The eLetroFlo measurements for Dwarstrek FarmSapwat3 (refer to Setion 2.8.3) was used to determine the theoretial irri-gation requirements of eah farm. The measured data (Figure 3.7) was thendistributed aording to the individual farm irrigation water requirement, de-termined by Sapwat3, and used in the simulation (see Figure 3.8).The measured water volume that is pumped for irrigation is alloated aord-ing to the irrigation eld size (Ha) and irrigation system used (entre pivot ordrip). A entre pivot irrigation system uses up to four times more water thandrip in order to irrigate the same eld, and this was onrmed in Sapwat3 (VanHeerden et al., 2009). For example, when a farm omprising 2 Ha irrigation
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Figure 3.8: Dwarstrek Farm usage for Riviersonderend River simulation (Note:February is split into 3 equal measurements.)See Appendix B for the monthly water usage of every abstration point used inthe Riviersonderend River simulation in 2006. Sapwat3 was used to determinethe daily irrigation shedule of the Riviersonderend farms. The estimationtehnique for determining the daily irrigation requirements is disussed in Se-tion 3.3.2.Apart from the farmers that utilise water from the Riviersonderend Riverother water users suh as towns (Riviersonderend), businesses (Nitrophosa)and orretional institutions (Helderstroom Prison) also utilise the river. Forthese measured non-irrigating water users a onstant daily water usage patternwere used in the Mike 11 model.3.2.4 Augmenting Cathment AreasA total of 28 tributaries were identied downstream from TheewaterskloofDam using Google Earth. After the athments had been investigated, theoordinates of the positions where the tributaries meet the Riviersonderend
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CHAPTER 3. HYDRODYNAMIC MODELLING OF THERIVIERSONDEREND RIVER 73River were determined.Using 1:50 000 maps, eah tributary athment outline downstream from theon-farm dams was determined. On-farm dams are abundant in the Rivier-sonderend athment, and this redues the runo of the tributaries generatedby rainfall. The tributary athments were redued by exluding the smallerathments of the on-farm dam(s) in the rainfall-runo software alulations.The assumption was made that the on-farm dam stores all the water withinits athment. In total, the on-farm dams upstream of Rheenen (H6H009) to-wards the Theewaterskloof Dam have a apaity of 16.6 million m3 and overa total area of 197 km2 (DWA, 2003). On-farm dams in the Riviersonderendathment downstream from the Theewaterskloof Dam overs a total area of232 km2.The total on-farm dam athment area downstream from Rheenen (H6H009)towards the Riviersonderend/Breede onuene was measured manually using1:50 000 maps, and a total area of 35 km2 was alulated.AutoCAD was used to draw the athment boundaries and to determine theathment area. Figure 3.9 shows the Elandskloof River athment, whihows into the Riviersonderend River 18 km downstream from TheewaterskloofDam. Figure 3.9 also illustrates how the on-farm dam athment areas havebeen exluded from the tributary athment area.The athments were named alphabetially (Cathment A, Cathment B, et.);(see Figure 3.10). Table 3.3 shows the tributaries, their loation and the on-tributing areas used in the rainfall-runo simulation. The loation of thetributary along the Riviersonderend River is illustrated by providing the dis-tane from Theewaterskloof Dam. Figure 3.10 indiates the position of thetributaries along the river and the athment area.A total area of 1 040 km2 is represented by the tributaries in the Rivierson-derend athment and a total area of 232 km2 is alloated to the on-farm dams.The area of Riviersonderend athment, downstream of Theewaterskloof Dam,is 1 750.8 km2 (Midgley et al., 1994), leaving 478.8 km2 (see Table 3.4). Thisremaining area of 478.8 km2 onsists mainly of small tributaries (less than 6km2) and the riparian plant zone along the river.
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Table 3.3: Augmenting streams on the Riviersonderend RiverCathment Name Chainage [m℄ Area [km2℄Cathment A Teewaterkloof River 500 11Cathment B Bergfontein River 5 000 9Cathment C Langkloof River 16 500 36Cathment D Elandskloof River 18 000 28Cathment E Klein-Elandskloof River 20 000 17Cathment F Meul River 22 000 23Cathment G Baviaanskloof River 31 500 24Cathment H Sersants River 31 500 29Cathment I Gobos River 37 000 64Cathment J Tuinskloof River 39 000 6Cathment K Soetmelks River 45 000 29Cathment L Kwartel River 47 500 165Cathment M Droogas River 50 500 65Cathment N Krom River 59 500 20Cathment O Slang River 62 500 19Cathment P Bok River 66 000 17Cathment Q Grootvlei 67 500 19Cathment R Maandagsout River 70 000 64Cathment S Olifants River 75 000 32Cathment T Verdwaalskloof River 80 000 17Cathment U Die Poort River 80 500 11Cathment V Kleinlaagte River 81 500 9Cathment W Jongenskloof River 82 500 18Cathment X Meulkloof River 86 000 11Cathment Y Bloed River 87 000 16Cathment Z Kwassadie River 101 000 160Cathment AA Hekswas River 110 000 87Cathment AB Freek Botha River 116 000 34Total 1 040
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Figure 3.9: Cathment area of a typial Riviersonderend tributary, ElandskloofRiver
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Figure 3.10: Tributary athments along the Riviersonderend River used inMike 11 NAM
Table 3.4: Augmenting athment area in the Riviersonderend athment,downstream from Theewaterskloof DamAugmenting athments Total area (km2)Tributary athments 1 040On-farm dam athmentsu/s Rheenen (H6H009) 197On-farm dam athmentsd/s Rheenen (H6H009) 35Remaining area 478.8Riviersonderend downstream ofTheewaterskloof Dam 1 750.8
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CHAPTER 3. HYDRODYNAMIC MODELLING OF THERIVIERSONDEREND RIVER 773.3 Estimations Used for Modelling3.3.1 Augmenting Flow PatternMike 11 NAM was used to estimate the ow pattern, generated by rainfall, ofthe Riviersonderend athment tributaries (refer to Setion 2.8.2) with a 12minute interval. Mike 11 NAM requires a tributary with measured disharge,rainfall and evaporation data. By adjusting various athment parameters, thetributary is alibrated to math the observed and simulated ow. These ali-brated athment parameters are used to determine the ow of the remaining27 tributaries in the Riviersonderend athment downstream from Theewater-skloof Dam.Baviaanskloof River, near Genadendal, is the only measured tributary down-stream from Theewaterskloof Dam in the Riviersonderend athment. Themeasured ow for the Baviaanskloof River was alulated by adding the weiroverow (H6H0005) and the anal abstration (H6H019) and used as the re-quired `observed disharge' required by Mike 11 NAM. The time period usedto alibrate the Baviaanskloof River is from 2000 to 2010, with a time step of12 minutes.Theewaterskloof (H6E001) daily evaporation data was multiplied by the panfators for athment evaporation to be used in the rainfall-runo software(refer to Table 3.1).The daily rainfall weather data from Theewaterskloof (H6R001) and Tyger-hoek were inluded by assigning a ontribution/distribution perentage of55%/45% respetively for alibration. With Theewaterskloof (H6R001) lo-ated in a higher rainfall area than Tygerhoek, Figure 3.5 is used to assigneah tertiary athment its own rainfall station ontribution perentage. SeeTable 3.5 for the ontribution/distribution perentages of eah tertiary ath-ment in the Riviersonderend athment downstream from TheewaterskloofDam. Figure 3.10 shows the loation of the tertiary athments in the Rivier-sonderend athment (Midgley et al., 1994).As mentioned earlier, the auto alibration funtion in Mike 11 NAM adjustsvarious athment parameters iteratively to math the observed disharge aslosely as possible. The alibration objetives for Mike 11 NAM are disussedin Setion 2.8.2.7. The parameters that were determined by Mike 11 NAMto best simulate the Baviaanskloof River are shown in Table 3.6. Figure 3.11shows the output graph generated after 10 000 iterations by Mike 11 NAMover a 10-year time period. The Mike 11 NAM simulated disharge has a timestep of 12 minutes, although it is possible to speify a time step as small asone seond.Figure 3.11 shows the alibrated results of Mike 11 NAM. The aumulativedisharge of the observed and simulated ow pattern indiates a good water
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ontribution perentages of Theewaterskloof (H6R001) andTygerhoek for the Riviersonderend athmentTertiaryathment Theewaterskloofontribution (%) Tygerhoekontribution (%)H60D 60 40H60E 55 45H60F 30 70H60G 5 95H60H 10 90H60J 40 60H60K 0 100H60L 0 100H60 25 75Table 3.6: Parameters used for Mike 11 NAM alulations after alibrationParameter Abbreviation Desription / ValueRainfall stations TygerhoekTheewaterskloofEvaporation station TheewaterskloofSurfae Root ZoneMaximum water ontent insurfae storage Umax 0.1 mmMaximum water ontent inroot zone storage Lmax 15.9 mmOverland ow runo oeient CQOF 1Time onstant for routinginterow CKIF 202.9 hoursRoot zone threshold value foroverland ow. TOF 0.212Root zone threshold value forinterow TIF 0.019GroundwaterRoot zone threshold value forGW reharge TG 0.557Time onstant for routingbaseow CKBF 1 000.987 hours
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Figure 3.11: Mike 11 NAM output graph for Genadendal tributarybalane, although there are inauraies. The irrigation season in 2006-2007seems to be well alibrated, while the 2005-2006 irrigation season illustratessigniant inauray. The measured ow peaks do not math the simulatedow peaks, as shown in Figure 3.11.The reason for these inauraies is the available weather data time intervals.Daily rainfall and evaporation data were used, while Mike 11 NAM attemptsto alibrate the athment parameters against a ow pattern measured every12 minutes. Mike 11 NAM also produes a time series le with small timeintervals (1 hour). The eet of these larger time intervals (daily rainfall andevaporation) tends to smooth and lower the simulated ow pattern.Although there were inauraies in the Mike 11 NAM output, the alibratedathment parameters were used to estimate the ow patterns of the remainingtributaries.Appendix D inludes the simulated ow patterns for the remaining 27 trib-utaries used in the Riviersonderend River model for the 2006-2007 irrigationseason (November 2006 to April 2007). The time period used for the irriga-tion season starts a month earlier (Otober 2006) to establish aurate initialonditions.The runo of the remaining area of 478.8 km2 (see Table 3.4) was inluded inthe rainfall-runo simulation. The rainfall station ontribution perentage is
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CHAPTER 3. HYDRODYNAMIC MODELLING OF THERIVIERSONDEREND RIVER 8025% and 75% for Theewaterskloof (H6R001) and Tygerhoek respetively (referto Table 3.5). Unlike the tributaries, the determined disharge was distributedalong the Riviersonderend River.3.3.2 Daily Irrigation RequirementsWith the monthly water usage available, the daily usage pattern had to beestimated using Sapwat3. The daily usage pattern for irrigation varies fromyear to year, depending on rainfall, soil harateristis, rop type, evapotran-sipiration of rops and on-farm harateristis. To be able to estimate thedaily usage pattern for irrigation there had to be assumptions for and gener-alisations on the farms.As determined in Setion 2.4 of the literature study, there are multiple roptypes in the region. Dierent rop types have unique water requirements,thereby aeting the water usage pattern of the water user. The spei ropsfarmed in 2006 were not available. However, as mentioned in Setion 2.4, themost abundant rops are maize and apples (Ferreira, 2011). The generalisationwas made to use these two rops to determine the irrigation requirements foreah farm.A hallenge arose when assigning the atual number of hetares under irriga-tion. The only data available for area under irrigation was the total hetarealloated to eah farm by the DWA. Appendix A lists the water users in theRiviersonderend River basin and the DWA-alloated hetares of eah wateruser.A farm's atual hetares under irrigation vary eah year, depending on agriul-tural planning and nanial restritions. Google Earth was used to measurethe atual area of the orhards on eah farm during 2006. Orhards wereidentied by viewing the satellite images taken during 2006. The rest of theDWA-alloated hetares were assumed to be maize.Using the two assumptions mentioned above, Sapwat3 was used to determine adaily irrigation shedule to be used for all farms. Using the daily rainfall datafrom the Tygerhoek researh farm, the irrigation shedule for one hetare ofapples and one hetare of maize was determined. Sapwat3 uses daily weatherdata as the basis for alulating daily Penman-Monteith evapotranspiration(ET0) (see Setion 2.8.3.3). The rop evaporation oeient, kc, hanges withtime, depending on the growth stage of the rop.Apart from the rop water requirement pattern, the irrigation method im-plemented on-farm also has a big impat on the amount of water used forirrigation. For example, sprinkler irrigation uses muh more water than dripirrigation. Aording to Sapwat3, drip irrigation issues 5 mm of water duringevery irrigation event, while a entre pivot system delivers 20 mm of waterduring every irrigation event for the same rop. In other words, a entre pivot
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CHAPTER 3. HYDRODYNAMIC MODELLING OF THERIVIERSONDEREND RIVER 81Table 3.7: Sapwat3 parameters for non-grain type ropsParameter Desription / ValueWeather station TygerhoekClimate Dry, oldWater distribution Dam, riverDistribution eieny 75%Quota 5 700 m3/Ha/aField size 1 HaIrrigated size 1 HaLeehing requirement 5%Irrigation system DripIrrigation event 5 mmSystem eieny 80%Soil Sandy loamEetive depth 1.2 mInltration 40 mm/dayCrop used ApplesPlant date September 2006system uses four times more water than a drip system when irrigating the samerop with an equal area.In order to simulate the irrigation system is water eieny, a weighted fatorwas used when distributing the water volume used for irrigation. The monthlymeasured values were distributed amongst the daily irrigation shedules usingthis weighted fator. For example, a farm with 50% of its area onsisting ofapples (drip irrigation) and with the remaining 50% being maize (entre pivot)uses approximately 20% of its irrigation water on the apples and 80% on themaize.Table 3.7 lists all the adjustable parameters used in Sapwat3 for a non-grainrop (apples), while the same parameters are listed in Table 3.8 for grain-typerops (maize). These parameters were used to determine the daily irrigationshedule, whih in turn was used in the Riviersonderend simulation. The soil'sinitial readily available water (RAW) is 85% for maize and apples (Van Heer-den et al., 2009).3.3.3 Irrigation Return FlowOn oation, areas under irrigation generate deep perolated water that drainsout beneath the ative root zone (Mhlanga et al., 2002). This ours eitherwith over-irrigation, or when the soil water is displaed downwards by rainfalling on already wet soil (Mhlanga et al., 2002; Shulze, 1995). In addition
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CHAPTER 3. HYDRODYNAMIC MODELLING OF THERIVIERSONDEREND RIVER 82Table 3.8: Sapwat3 parameters for grain-type ropsParameter Desription / ValueWeather station TygerhoekClimate Dry, oldWater distribution Dam, riverDistribution eieny 75%Quota 5 700 m3/Ha/aField size 1 HaIrrigated size 1 HaLeehing requirement 5%Irrigation system Centre pivotIrrigation event 20 mmSystem eieny 80%Soil Sandy loamEetive depth 1.2 mInltration 40 mm/dayCrop used MaizePlant date November 2006to deep perolation water, enhaned surfae runo an also our on irrigatedareas (Shulze, 1995).To identify the impat of irrigation return ow, it is neessary to assess thephysial properties, mixing harateristis and residene times in the riverbasin (Peare and Shumann, 2001). A study by the DWA (2004) on theOrange-Fish River provides a detailed desription of the preferred methodolo-gies for estimating irrigation return ows.The method that is most suitable for estimating return ow is the monthly ropwater balane (DWA, 2004). A previous study on the Orange-Fish Sundayssheme was used to estimate the return ow perentage for Riviersonderend.A suggested return ow fator of 31% resulted for the Orange-Fish-Sundayssystem irrigation sheme (DWA, 2004). This value is justied by anotherstudy on the Mbuluzi River Basin in Swaziland that proposed a return ow of30% (Mhlanga et al., 2002).Return ow, aording to Herold (1990), is the most important alibrationparameter. In order to alibrate the Riviersonderend Mike 11 model, a re-turn fator of 30% was adopted. The irrigation requirement for all farms wasredued by 30% to aount for the return ow.
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 Model Setup3.4.1 NetworkThe onstrution of a river model requires familiarity with the area. Moreimportantly, the harateristis of the river being investigated must be simu-lated as realistially and aurately as possible. Using Google Earth, the riverarea was investigated by following the main river and inspeting the varioustributaries along the river. Figure 3.1 shows the Riviersonderend River andthe Theewaterskloof Dam.The length of the river was determined and subsequently also the distanebetween eah ross-setion. Coordinates for the study area were also obtainedusing Google Earth. Using the oordinates of the study area, a 1:10 000 mapwas obtained from the Department of Rural Development and Land Reform.Using the 1:10 000 map, the main river route was identied and indiatedas strething from the Theewaterskloof Dam to the Riviersonderend/BreedeRiver onuene. A total river length of 116.2 km was measured. Cross-setions taken perpendiular to the ow of the hannel were seleted to be 500m apart along the river, therefore there were 232 ross-setions in total. Theoordinates of eah point where the ross-setion and main river intersetedwere determined using the oordinate system of the 1:10 000 map.3.4.2 Cross-SetionsThe geometry of every athment is unique and should be simulated as suh.More speially, the geometry that is of interest is the shape or prole ofthe river ross-setion and how it hanges along the river. These geometriparameters ultimately determine the ood plains and should identify ritialhydrauli areas in the river.No geomorphologial hannel survey data was available for the RiviersonderendRiver to be used in the hydrodynami model. Alternatively, a 1:10 000 mapthat inluded 5 m ontour lines of the river was used to determine the proleof the ross-setions every 500 m. Eah ross-setion had a relative elevationof 15 m from the lowest ontour of the ross-setion upwards. Initially, theupper geometry of the ross-setions was partly onstruted using the ontourlines (see Figure 3.12).After these initial alulations, the lowest point of eah ross-setion was de-termined using linear interpolation between the ontours that ross the mainriver. The lowest interpolated point of this ross-setion is also shown in Fig-ure 3.12. The lowest point is positioned 2 m laterally from the nearest ontourline.The next step in dening the geometry of the river ross-setion is by alu-lating the width of the river ow. Using the 1:10 000 map and Google Earth
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Figure 3.12: Partially onstruted ross-setionit is possible to determine the ow width of the river at eah ross-setion bymeasuring the river width from the satellite photos. The river width obtainedfrom the 1:10 000 map was ompared to the river width measured in GoogleEarth. The ow width of the river will hange with varying disharge.The width of the river, the upper ross-setion prole determined from theontour lines and the lowest point were then onneted to onstrut the nalross-setion shape. Additionally, another point was added 0.5 m above thelowest point and 2 m from the opposite river bank to simulate a more realistiriver prole for low-ow onditions. See Figure 3.13 for a typial ross-setionused in the Riviersonderend Mike 11 river model.The hippo pools aet the ross-setions of the river, but aused instability inthe river model. The solution was to represent the eet of the hippo poolsby adjusting the Manning roughness oeient. A mean Manning oeientwas used that applies to all ross setions in the river.3.4.3 Boundary ConditionsWhen doing a one-dimensional hydrauli simulation, it is important to assignboundary onditions. The boundary onditions speied in the Rivierson-derend Mike 11 model onsist of inow, outow, rainfall and evaporation ofthe water in the river, inow from tributaries, diuse non-tributary inows,water abstrations and return ow.In the Riviersonderend River, the upstream boundary should be open to al-low water inow. The boundary downstream of the model should also beopen. However, it is important to design this bottom boundary to have a
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Figure 3.13: Final ross-setion used in simulationow-depth ratio. This ow-depth water ratio denes the water depth at dif-ferent disharge intervals. Water reahing the nal ross-setion responds tothe ow-water depth relationship using linear interpolation. Without the ow-water depth relationship, the water will ow freely past the nal ross-setion,inreasing the veloity and dereasing the water depth, resulting in simulationinauraies.Also inluded in the boundary onditions is the method of simulating evap-oration and rainfall on the river water surfae. Daily measurements, in mil-limetre, were available for both rainfall and evaporation. The evaporationmeasurements were multiplied by lake evaporation pan fators (see Table 3.1).Measurements of the rainfall or evaporation were added/deduted respetivelyfrom the river area. For example, the eet of the rainfall is inreased duringa ood event due to the inrease in water surfae area of the river.The inow from tributaries was determined by using Mike NAM (see Se-tion 2.8.2). The boundary, however, is dened as a point soure. This pointsoure is added to the nearest node within 500 m in the river network. Irriga-tion usage is dened in the same way as the tributaries, but onsists of negativevalues. Mike 11 sees these negative values as outows from the model, but willonly supply the demand if there is water in the river at the point of abstra-tion. The return ow was simulated by reduing the water abstration fromthe river.3.4.3.1 Flow ConditionsThe ow onditions were onstruted by reating a time series le. For mostof the simulations in the Riviersonderend region, the ow data (breakpoint, or
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Figure 3.14: Example of aumulative-step methodaommodate the available data (daily) and the software. However, great aremust be taken when interpreting model outputs running at small time intervals
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CHAPTER 3. HYDRODYNAMIC MODELLING OF THERIVIERSONDEREND RIVER 87(one minute). It is often neessary to lump the output, as shown in Chapter 5.The rainfall from the two weather stations, Theewaterskloof (H6R001) andTygerhoek, was alloated along the river. Using the ontribution/distributionperentages of H60, shown in Table 3.5, the Theewaterskloof rainfall was usedon the rst 29 km of the Riviersonderend River downstream from the Thee-waterskloof Dam. The Tygerhoek rainfall data was alloated to the remainderof the river length.3.4.3.4 Irrigation UsageThe measured irrigation data was distributed daily using Sapwat3 (refer to Se-tion 2.8.3) to alibrate the Mike 11 river model. In the hydrodynami model,the irrigation disharge was withdrawn from the nodes losest to the farms'real loation. The unmeasured pumps were also inluded in the simulation byalulating a theoretial usage pattern using Sapwat3.3.4.4 Hydrauli ParametersManning roughness values were used to assign roughness to the river surfaeand were determined during the initial alibration of the river model. Thisis desribed in detail in Chapter 4. Before the simulation starts the user isrequired to assign an initial state of river ow. By using the warm-up periodof six months, a suitable initial ondition was determined at the start of theirrigation season. The initial onditions inluded the initial water depth anddisharge when the simulation started.
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4.1 The Role of Model Calibration andValidationEnvironmental simulation models are simplied mathematial representationsof omplex real-world systems. Real-world systems onsist of multiple pro-esses and varying events that annot be aurately depited by simulatedmodels. However, models an utilise known interrelationships between vari-ables to predit the response of a real-world system.In this way, models an be useful tools for investigations of how a system wouldlikely respond to hanges from its urrent state. To provide a redible basis forpredition and the evaluation of mitigation options, the ability of the modelto represent real-world onditions should be demonstrated through a proessof model alibration and validation.The objetive of this work was to support the one-dimensional analysis of river-ow onditions in the Riviersonderend River that foussed on water availabil-ity.4.1.1 Objetives of Model Calibration AtivitiesCalibration onsists of the proess of adjusting model parameters to provide amath to observed onditions. The priniple study question for this phase ofmodel development addresses the behaviour of water throughout the river. Themodel should support the analysis of histori ow onditions, natural baselineonditions, and the potential future onditions with and without managementinterventions. Reent observed onditions are used to alibrate the river model,with the main parameter being roughness.Calibration tunes the model to represent onditions similar to the ow on-ditions under study. However, alibration alone is not suient to assess thepreditive apability of the model, or to determine whether the model devel-88
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CHAPTER 4. MODEL CALIBRATION AND VALIDATION 89oped via alibration ontains a valid representation of ow relationships inthe Riviersonderend River. To help determine the adequay of the alibrationand to evaluate the unertainty assoiated with the alibration, the model issubjeted to validation. In the validation step, the model is simulated with adierent set of data independent from that used in the alibration.4.1.2 Validation ProedureAfter the model has been alibrated adequately, the quality of the alibrationis evaluated through validation tests using separate input data. This indiatesthe quality of the alibrated model, and is used to show that the alibration isnot only appliable to the time used for the alibration proess. Validation alsoprovides a diret measure of the degree of unertainty that may be expetedwhen the model is applied to onditions outside of the alibration series.4.2 Riviersonderend Calibration ProedureThis setion desribes the alibration of the Riviersonderend River model. Thehydrauli alibration is performed after onguring the one-dimensional rivermodel. It is an iterative proedure of parameter evaluation and renement asa result of omparing simulated and observed values of interest.4.2.1 Calibration and Validation Time PeriodsThe alibration time period should represent a period in whih reliable infor-mation is available for both weather data and stream ow gauging. Only dailyrainfall and evaporation data were available for the Riviersonderend ath-ment, whih was not the ideal situation.Three fators inuene the time period used for alibration: Firstly, Theewa-terskloof Dam is only utilised during the dry summer irrigation season, fromNovember to April of the following year. For the rest of the year the farmersrely on rainfall downstream of the dam for irrigation. Seondly, the water ab-strated from the Riviersonderend River was measured from Deember 2005.Lastly, a ood event in 2007 aused damage to many of the measuring devies,and there was another ood in 2009. Some of these measurement devies haveyet to be restored.Therefore, the irrigation season 2006-2007 was speied for general alibration.This time period ontains all the relevant data needed and is onsistent withthe validation period seleted. Model validation was then undertaken for the2005-2006 irrigation season.
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CHAPTER 4. MODEL CALIBRATION AND VALIDATION 91
qo Observed ow at time i (12-minute time step).




qs Simulated ow at time i (one-minute time step).











(q0 − qs)2 (4.2.2)During the alibration of the Riviersonderend River Mike 11 model, both theEI and RMSE were determined.4.3 Model CalibrationThe irrigation season used for the model alibration was from November 2006to April 2007. The simulated disharge was ompared to the measured dis-harge in Rheenen with the aim for them to be as lose to one another aspossible.The alibration of the model foussed of the lower ows (less than 2.5 m3/s),being more relevant to the model's intended use.What follows is a summary of the input data used in the onstrution of thehydrodynami Riviersonderend model using Mike 11. The input data are areas follows: Dam Release: The hydrograph measured at Dwarstrek (H6H012) gaug-ing station, with a 12-minute time step, was used as the TheewaterskloofDam releases (see Setion 3.2.1). The model is also able to funtion withzero inow. Rain: Daily rainfall measurements from two weather stations, Theewa-terskloof (H6R001) and Tygerhoek, were used to simulate the eet ofrainfall on the river water surfae. Theewaterskloof (H6R001) rainfalldata were used on the rst 29 km of Riviersonderend River downstreamfrom Theewaterskloof Dam, while Tygerhoek rainfall measurements wereused on the remaining river length (see Setion 3.2.2).
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CHAPTER 4. MODEL CALIBRATION AND VALIDATION 92 Evaporation: Theewaterskloof (H6E001) weather station was used tosimulate the eet of daily evaporation on the river water surfae usinglake evaporation pan fators (see Setion 3.2.2). Augmenting Runo: Mike 11 NAM was used to estimate the rainfall-runo relationship of the tributaries along the Riviersonderend River byalibrating against the measured disharge from the Baviaanskloof Rivertributary near Genadendal (see Setion 3.3.1). The estimated disharge,with a 12-minute time step, from the remaining 27 tributaries was sim-ulated using point inows along the river. The estimated hydrographof the small tributary athments, inluding the riparian zone were dis-tributed over river length (116,2 km). Irrigation Usage: Measured irrigation usage was distributed daily us-ing Sapwat3. The water pumped from the Riviersonderend River wassimulated by inserting abstration points on the river model. GPS oor-dinates were provided for all the abstration points being monitored byEletroFlow measurement devies (see Setion 3.3.2). Return Flow: The return ow was simulated by reduing the dailyirrigation abstrations by 30% (see Setion 3.3.3).Evaporation from the plants along the river was not inluded in the simulation.The plants in the main hannel are leared by the ZWUA and their numbersvary from year to year.4.4 Calibrated ModelFigure 4.2 shows the alibrated Mike 11 hydrodynami model of the Rivier-sonderend River. By using the alibration performane evaluation equations(see Setion 4.2.4), the EI and RMSE were determined to be 1.9 and 0.2 re-spetively.The alibration of the model was done by adjusting the roughness of the riverbed, with low ows given rst priority. By inreasing the roughness, the lagtime of the river hydrograph was inreased. Using the ross-setion editor inMike 11, the roughness ould be hanged to adjust the lag time of the river.River bed roughness is represented by using Manning (n) values. The river bedroughness does not hange along the length of the river in order to improvemodel stability (Melvil, 2007).The lower part of the river ross-setion has a dierent Manning value than theupper river bank. A Manning value of 0.08 was used for the oodplain, while aManning value of 0.1 was used in the main hannel of the river. Typially, themain hannel of the river is less rough than the upper oodplain. The hippopools within the main river hannel are expeted to have the same eet as
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CHAPTER 4. MODEL CALIBRATION AND VALIDATION 93inreasing the roughness of the lower part of the river.Riviersonderend River has abundant reeds and alien vegetation, whih inreaseriver bed roughness (see Figure 4.1). The higher ood plains are smoother on-sisting of agriulture or grassland.




























































Figure 4.2: Calibrated hydrograph of Riviersonderend Mike 11 model
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Figure 4.3: Volume of water from tributaries along the Riviersonderend Riverduring the 2006-2007 irrigation seasonFigure 4.4 shows the alibrated model output with and without augmentation.The augmentation aets the ow peaks of the simulated hydrograph signi-antly. These augmentation hydrographs, determined by Mike 11 NAM, werealibrated against the only measured tributary downstream from Theewater-skloof Dam (Baviaanskloof River) (see Setion 3.3.1).
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Figure 4.4: The eet of augmentation during the 2006/2007 irrigation seasonThe inauraies in the ow peaks of Figure 4.2 are due to the representationof the Riviersonderend athment by the Baviaanskloof River.Firstly, the Baviaanskloof River athment reeives more preipitation om-pared to the majority of the Riviersonderend athment (see Figure 3.5). Se-ondly, the athment is loated in the mountains, making it very steep om-pared to the majority of the Riviersonderend athment downstream fromTheewaterskloof Dam.Ideally, more athment should have been used in the Mike 11 NAM alibra-tion. Baviaanskloof River is not an ideal representation of the Riviersonderendathment, but the only measured tributary available.4.5.2 IrrigationThe loation of the abstration point on the Riviersonderend River is shownin Figure 4.5. Figure 4.5 shows the volume of water abstrated from the Riv-iersonderend River during the 2006-2007 irrigation season.Figure 4.6 shows the nal simulation with and without the eet of irrigation.By exluding the eet of irrigation the return ow is also exluded (see Se-tion 4.3). Irrigation aets the ow onditions of the river model measuredat Rheenen, and this ould be seen espeially when inspeting the low-owonditions (see Figure 4.7).In the Riviersonderend athment, irrigation is the highest onsumer of waterand largely denes the low-ow onditions measured at Rheenen (H6H009).By using Sapwat3 to estimate the daily irrigation requirements, various as-
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Figure 4.6: The eet of irrigation during the 2006/2007 irrigation seasonsumptions (see Setion 3.3.2) limited the auray of the estimated irrigationshedule.The measured water usage was logged monthly and distributed daily usingSapwat3. This distribution ould be improved with more aurate on-farminformation (irrigation method, rop type, plant dates). This information was
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Figure 4.7: The eet of irrigation on low-ows during the 2006/2007 irrigationseasonnot available to be used in the model. The irrigation requirement time step(daily) is large ompared to the simulation time step of one minute, resultingin a smoother hydrograph with lower peaks.4.6 Disussion of Results4.6.1 Low-ow ConditionsThis setion disusses the low-ow onditions (less than 2.5 m3/s) of the rivermodel, whih was the main fous of the alibration. The nal alibratedmodel, with a one-minute time step, was evaluated by using the alibrationperformane evaluation equations (see Setion 4.2.4). The EI and RMSE weredetermined to be 1.4 and 0.06 respetively.In order to ompare the simulated data with the measured data more learly,Figure 4.8 was drawn to illustrate the aumulative ow pattern for dishargeless than 2.5 m3/s. The time interval for the aumulative disharge is 12minutes.The two lines in Figure 4.8 run parallel to one another and hange diretiontogether, whih is good for a alibrated model.Figure 4.9 shows the average daily ows below 2.5 m3/s of the observed andsimulated hydrographs.
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/s]Figure 4.9: Satter plot of the daily average ows below 2.5 m3/s4.6.2 Calibration ConstraintsIn order to ahieve an ideal model alibration, the measured and simulateddisharge should be the same. When inspeting Figure 4.2 it an be seenthat the simulation follows the same pattern as the measured disharge. Thedierenes, espeially the ow peaks, our due to various data limitations.These limitations inlude that:
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Figure 4.10: Validation of the Riviersonderend River model (2005/2006 irrigation season)
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Figure 4.11: Validation of the river bed roughnessThe validation results of the river bed roughness are illustrated graphially inFigure 4.11. Notie how not only the major peak, but also the smaller minorpeak, is aligned. By using the alibration performane evaluation equations(see Setion 4.2.4), the EI and RMSE were determined to be 0.91 and 2.72respetively.4.8 Summary and DisussionAfter the available input data was added, the model was alibrated by ad-justing the river bed roughness (see Figure 4.2). With the parameters of thealibrated model unhanged, another irrigation season was simulated in orderto validate the river model. Using the 2005 irrigation usage, weather data andalibrated augmenting streams, as well as the same return ow perentage, themodel was run again (refer to Figure 4.10 for the results).As mentioned in Setion 4.4, the low ows were given priority and adequateresults were ahieved. The Riviersonderend River simulation is an aeptablerepresentation of the real Riviersonderend River for low ows. The variation in
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CHAPTER 4. MODEL CALIBRATION AND VALIDATION 103the ow peaks was disussed in Setion 4.5.1. The ideal information requiredversus the information available is shown below: Real-time rainfall data from multiple stations spread over the athmentvs. daily rainfall from the Theewaterskloof and Tygerhoek stations. Real-time evaporation data from multiple stations spread over the ath-ment vs. daily evaporation from the Theewaterskloof Dam weather sta-tion, but this is not as ruial as the rainfall data. Multiple real-time measured augmenting streams vs. estimating streamdisharge based on one measured augmenting stream. Instantaneous irrigation usage vs. monthly water usage logged manually.These limitations in the input data, espeially the rainfall data, are the ausein the inauraies of the simulated river model (see Setion 4.5.1).
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Chapter 5Redution of Dam Releases forIrrigation
5.1 IntrodutionThe goal of real-time operating systems is to optimise the dam outlets to utilisethe runo from tributaries as far as possible, and to ensure that the irrigationrequirements are supplied and that the downstream outows are equal to therequested eologial ow requirements (EFR).The amount of time that a hydrograph takes to reah a spei point down-stream in a river is known as the lag time. Having an aurate estimation ofthe lag time is important to ensure that the water users have enough water tomeet their requirements. The tehnique used to determine the lag time of theRiviersonderend River is desribed in this hapter.The next setion uses Exel to determine the dam release hydrograph. Thetime period used is motivated and the proess used to determine the redueddam release hydrograph is disussed. Initially, a dam release hydrograph isalulated without the eet of rainfall and evaporation. By using the ali-brated hydrodynami model, the initial dam release hydrograph is redued inorder to utilise the rainfall downstream from Theewaterskloof Dam.The estimated water savings were determined by omparing the redued damrelease hydrograph with the atual Theewaterskloof Dam release. Addition-ally, the ost savings for the ZMUA were determined. The City of Cape Townis also a beneiary when water is saved in the Theewaterskloof Dam. Thepotential ost savings for the City of Cape Town are also determined.The hapter onludes by disussing the optimisation proess involved in areal-time DSS. The module interations are also illustrated, with various re-ommendations based on the existing OFS-RT DSS.
104
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CHAPTER 5. REDUCTION OF DAM RELEASES FOR IRRIGATION 1055.2 Riviersonderend River Lag TimeCalulation for Low FlowsThe amount of time that a hydrograph takes to reah a spei point down-stream in a river is known as the lag time. Having an aurate estimation ofthe lag time is important to ensure that the water users have enough waterto meet their requirement shedule. A previous study by Vanoillie (1985) de-termined the lag time from the Theewaterskloof Dam to the Rheenen gaugingstation to be 6.48 days alulated for a ood event of 30 million m3/s.Lag time is determined by the disharge. The lag time determined by Van-oillie (1985) is not suitable to be used for low ows.In order to get a more aurate estimation for the low ows, another teh-nique was used to determine the Riviersonderend River lag time. Instead ofalulating the lag time from the dam to the measurement station, the Rivier-sonderend River Mike 11 model was used to determine the lag time betweenthe water user abstration points. This was aomplished by alulating therelationship between lag time and disharge.The eet of the disharge on the lag time is determined by simulating a seriesof disharge inrements in the river model. These inrements are simulatedindividually. Using MikeView, the average veloity is determined between ev-ery water user abstration point, illustrated in Figure 4.5, for eah dishargeindividually. The disharges used are shown in Table 5.1.Table 5.1: Disharge inrement used to determine lag timeDisharge Inrement (m3/s)0.0010.010.10.20.30.40.51.01.52.02.53.0See Figure 5.1 for the relationship between veloity and disharge.
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/s]Figure 5.1: Disharge-veloity relationship at the most downstream reah be-tween abstration points of the Riviersonderend River
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CHAPTER 5. REDUCTION OF DAM RELEASES FOR IRRIGATION 107The average veloity, between the water user abstration points, was usedto determine the average lag time using equation 5.2.1.
Tlag =
(D/vavg)
24 · 60 · 60
(5.2.1)where
Tlag Lag time (days).
vavg Average veloity (m/s).
D Distane between abstration points in river (m).Finally, an equation was determined that best represents the relationship be-tween disharge and lag time for eah reah between the abstration points.Equation 5.2.2 shows the determined lag time equation for the most down-stream reah of the Riviersonderend River (115500 - 116000 m).
Tlag = 1.1893 ·Q
(−0.882) (5.2.2)See Figure 5.2 for the relationship between the disharge and the lag time,inluding a trend line for the most downstream reah of the RiviersonderendRiver.The tehnique used to onstrut the time-disharge graph, as in Figure 5.2,was repeated for eah river segment. Appendix E ontains all the alulatedgraphs, showing the disharge-time relationship, trend line and equation usedfor alulations of the river segments. These time-disharge graphs in Ap-pendix E were used to alulate the lag time, depending on the partiulardisharge.This disharge-lag time relationship was used in Exel to determine the damrelease hydrograph by lagging the water requirement upstream. This is dis-ussed in the following setion.
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Figure 5.2: Disharge-time relationship and trend line at the most downstreamreah of the Riviersonderend River
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CHAPTER 5. REDUCTION OF DAM RELEASES FOR IRRIGATION 1095.3 Redution in Theewaterskloof Dam ReleaseThis setion desribes the methodology used to redue the TheewaterskloofDam release hydrograph for irrigation using Exel and the Mike 11 alibratedmodel onstruted for the Riviersonderend River. The time period used forthis improvement was the rst two weeks in February 2007 (see Setion 5.3.1).By exluding the weather data, the initial dam release hydrograph was on-struted using Exel. Starting with the EFR, the lag-time equations (Se-tion 5.2) were used to lag the irrigation requirements for the rst two weeksin February upstream towards Theewaterskloof Dam.This initial dam release hydrograph was then simulated using the alibratedMike 11 model onstruted in Chapter 4. The added eet of rainfall, evapo-ration and runo from tributaries and the riparian zone in the Mike 11 modelwas integrated by adjusting the dam release hydrograph. This is explained inmore detail in Setion 5.3.35.3.1 Time PeriodHistorial data was used to demonstrate the eet of using a hydrodynamimodel to redue dam releases for irrigation. A water request system should beimplemented, with hourly measured weather data, to simulated more reentevents.The time period used for the alulations of the redution of the dam releaseswas the rst two weeks of February 2007. The weather data and measuredirrigation usage were inluded in the alibrated hydrodynami Mike 11 model.The time series used during the 2006/2007 irrigation season was motivated bythe following: February is the most important irrigation month, during whih water isruial for the rop growth yle (Ferreira, 2011). A rain event ourred during this time period, providing an opportunityto illustrate the eet of inluding rainfall in the dam release shedule. The weather data (rainfall, evaporation) and irrigation usage data wereavailable during this time period.The dam release hydrograph was onstruted to supply the water user demandsand the EFR of the Riviersonderend River for the rst two weeks of February2007 alone. The alulated hydrograph therefore does not inlude the waterusage prior to February 2007.
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Outflow (116 000 m)
Target EFR
Figure 5.3: Graph showing the dam release hydrograph and the simulated downstream result exluding rainfall (targetoutow EFR of 0.5 m3/s)
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Time [days]Figure 5.4: Graph indiating how a hydrograph hanges with time in theRiviersonderend RiverAssuming that the hydrograph does not hange its shape when it is laggedaets the auray of the optimisation model. Ideally, the disharge and du-ration should be adjusted, with the volume remaining unhanged, to ahievea more aurate dam outlet hydrograph.The proess, however, does ensure that all the water requirements are met,while maintaining eologial integrity.
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Theewaterskloof Dam (Reduced) Release
Outflow (116 000 m)
Target EFR
Figure 5.5: Graph showing the redued dam release hydrograph and the simulated downstream outow (target outow IFRof 0.5 m3/s)
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Theewaterskloof Dam (Reduced) Release
ZMUA release
Figure 5.6: Estimating the possible water savings using the redued dam re-lease hydrograph and atual ZMUA dam releasesDuring the rst two weeks in February 2007, the ZMUA released a onstantdisharge of 2.5 m3/s (Ferreira, 2011). This onstant release from the Theewa-terskloof Dam (2.5 m3/s) is ommon pratie during the irrigation season toensure the availability of water for the farmers downstream (Ferreira, 2011).The possible water savings for the ZMUA for the rst two weeks in February2007 were alulated. By alulating the dierene between the redued hy-drograph and the onstant 2.5 m3 released by the ZWUA, a total volume of280 000 m3 ould have been saved without ompromising on water availability.The prie of water for irrigation in the Riviersonderend area was R 0.0259 perm3 (Ferreira, 2011). With a total volume of 280 000 m3 saved, the ost savingis alulated to be R 7,250 for the rst two weeks in February 2007. Usingthe same redution perentage, a total estimated ost saving of R 78,337 ouldhave been ahieved in the 2006-2007 irrigation season.Table 5.2 shows the water usage for the past 10 years and the possible savings.On average, the ZWUA ould save up to R 69,793 every irrigation season byutilising the rainfall downstream from Theewaterskloof. Although this is a lowost saving, the atual benet ould be more water available for the City ofCape Town.
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CHAPTER 5. REDUCTION OF DAM RELEASES FOR IRRIGATION 116With its inreasing water demand, the City of Cape Town is looking for sus-tainable engineering solutions. The most ost-eetive method to inrease wa-ter availability is to optimise existing water systems like the TheewaterskloofDam. This water saving will delay the implementation of any new projets,thereby buying valuable time. Another solution would be to undertake newprojets to inrease water availability, suh as the Berg River Dam (DWA,2008).In order to put this into perspetive: undertaking new projets will ost theCity of Cape Town between R 5/m3 and R 8/m3. When applying this ost (R5/m3) to the volume of water that ould possibly be saved in the optimisationof Theewaterskloof Dam, a saving of R 13,4 million ould be ahieved duringan irrigation season (see Table 5.3).
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CHAPTER 5. REDUCTION OF DAM RELEASES FOR IRRIGATION 117
Table 5.2: Possible savings for the ZWUAIrrigation season Water used (m3) Water savings (m3) Cost savings2000-2001 32 905 620 3 045 349 R 78,8752001-2002 24 773 040 2 292 695 R 59,3812002-2003 29 100 780 2 693 219 R 69,7542003-2004 30 477 060 2 820 591 R 73,0532004-2005 21 059 280 1 948 994 R 50,4792005-2006 32 113 980 2 972 085 R 76,9772006-2007 31 022 820 2 871 100 R 74,3612007-2008 24 699 780 2 285 915 R 59,2052008-2009 33 744 420 3 122 979 R 80,8852009-2010 31 270 590 2 894 031 R 74,955Average R 69,793
Table 5.3: Possible savings for the City of Cape TownIrrigation season Water used (m3) Water savings (m3) Cost savings2000-2001 32 905 620 3 045 349 R 15,226,7472001-2002 24 773 040 2 292 695 R 11,463,4772002-2003 29 100 780 2 693 219 R 13,466,0952003-2004 30 477 060 2 820 591 R 14,102,9552004-2005 21 059 280 1 948 994 R 9,744,9712005-2006 32 113 980 2 972 085 R 14,860,4232006-2007 31 022 820 2 871 100 R 14,355,5002007-2008 24 699 780 2 285 915 R 11,429,5762008-2009 33 744 420 3 122 979 R 15,614,8932009-2010 31 270 590 2 894 031 R 14,470,153Average R 13,473,479
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CHAPTER 5. REDUCTION OF DAM RELEASES FOR IRRIGATION 1185.5 Required Information for Construting aDSSThis setion desribes the data and infrastruture neessary to determine aoptimal dam release shedule for Theewaterskloof Dam. The information inthis setion is based on the OFS-RT DSS.The following data is required to operate a real-time DSS: Aurate weather foreast data. Hourly measured data ould be aquiredfrom WeatherSA, but weather stations are needed within the Rivierson-derend athment to have a better representation of the rainfall andevaporation. Water request system. In this thesis, the measured irrigation usage wasdistributed using Sapwat3. Irrigation usage, however, varies signiantlyon a annual basis. Similar to the OFS-RT system, the farmers shouldrequest irrigation water weekly.For this thesis, a real-time DSS was not onstruted due to the abovementionedonstraints. The proess reommended to optimise the Theewaterskloof Damrelease hydrograph was based on the OFS-RT system. A shemati drawingof the data ow and module interation for a simulation loop is illustrated inFigure 5.7.The optimisation simulation draws its data from the FloodWath database(see Setion 2.7.5.1). Optimisation of the system an only be aomplishedby adjusting the Theewaterskloof Dam release hydrograph. The optimisationsimulation uses the AutoCal Module of FloodWath to adjust the dam releases,using the initial results as basis.
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CHAPTER 5. REDUCTION OF DAM RELEASES FOR IRRIGATION 119
Figure 5.7: Shemati drawing of the model interation based on OFS-RT DSS
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Chapter 6Conlusions andReommendations
6.1 ConlusionsThe Theewaterskloof Dam is the sole storage unit for irrigation water in theRiviersonderend River. Using the available data, a one-dimensional hydrody-nami simulation model was used to simulate the ow of the RiviersonderendRiver from the Theewaterskloof Dam, over a distane of 116.2 km. The modelinluded weather data, irrigation usage, return ow, estimated inow augment-ing streams and the rest of the athment ow generated by rainfall-runosimulation.To provide a redible basis for the predition and evaluation of mitigation op-tions, the ability of the model to represent real-world onditions was demon-strated through a proess of model alibration and validation. The model wasalibrated against the measured ow at the Rheenen gauging station. Fol-lowing the model alibration proess for the 2006-2007 irrigation season, themodel was validated by simulating the 2005-2006 irrigation season with themodel setup remaining unhanged.The simulated results are aeptable, onsidering the limited data available.Various dierenes that ourred in the model, espeially the ow peaks, weredue to limited rainfall data. The ideal information required to alibrate themodel versus the information available is shown below: Real-time rainfall data from multiple stations spread over athment vs.daily rainfall from the Theewaterskloof and Tygerhoek stations. Real-time evaporation data from multiple stations spread over athmentvs. daily evaporation from the Theewaterskloof station. Multiple real-time measured augmenting streams vs. estimating streamdisharge based on one measured augmenting stream.120
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 121 Instantaneous irrigation usage vs. monthly water usage logged manually. Atual rop type and hetares under irrigation.These limitations in the input data are the most likely ause of the inaura-ies of the simulated river model peaks. However, the low-ow data was wellalibrated with these data onstraints.The alibrated hydrodynami model was used to redue the dam release hy-drograph for a two-week period. The hydrograph was onstruted to supply allirrigation requirements while maintaining the target EFR. Two hydrographswere onstruted: the rst exluding weather data and the seond inludingweather data. The rainfall inludes the amount of water (millimetres) on thesurfae of the river and the ow of the tributaries. After omparing the re-dued hydrograph with the atual histori dam release, the volume of watersaved was determined.The ost impliations were determined for the water saved in the Theewaters-kloof Dam, based on a rude example. Although the saving for the ZWUA waslow for the ase illustrated, the atual benet ould be the inrease in wateryield that was available for the City of Cape Town. The potential volume ofwater and ost savings was determined for the ZWUA and the City of CapeTown based on the inremental ost of additional water resoure augmentingprojets.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 1226.2 ReommendationsThe ore of any real-time system is the quality and availability of the inputdata, and the auray of the weather foreast. To onstrut a model withgreater auray and to ensure the suess rate of the hydrodynami model, itis reommended that automati rainfall stations (Figure 6.1) are installed inthe river athment to measure rainfall at intervals of less than one hour. Theost for a Davis Vantage Vue wireless weather station was R 5,299 during theourse of this study.
Figure 6.1: Piture of a wireless weather station suitable to be used for hourlyrainfall dataBefore a real-time system an be implemented for the Riviersonderend River,the farmers need to have a water-use foreast system. The ZWUA would haveto implement a weekly water request system for two weeks at a time. In otherwords, the farmers would be requested to apply in advane, and every sevendays, for water for a two-week period.It is neessary to have a weather and runo foreasting system for the modelto be able to funtion in real time.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 123The hydrodynami Riviersonderend River model should be tested more thor-oughly by implementing the proposed dam release shedule. The simulateddata should be re-alibrated and ompared to the atual disharge and waterlevel on multiple setions along the river to ensure model auray.The hydrodynami Riviersonderend River model ould only be alibratedagainst the ow gauging station at Rheenen, 101.5 km downstream from theTheewaterskloof Dam. To improve the reliability of the model, it should bealibrated against multiple points along the river. The nal reommendationis to onstrut more ow gauging stations in the Riviersonderend River. Thisdoes not have to entail onstruting more broad-rested weir-type gaugingstations, suh as those at Rheenen and Dwarstrek. An alternative to broad-rested weir-type gauging stations is the ommonly used veloity-area method(Hershy, 1993), whih ould be installed along stable setions of the river, i.e.rated setions.
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Appendix AAlloated Areas under irrigationThis Appendix inlude all the water users in the Riviersonderend athmentdownstream from Theewaterskloof. The data was obtained from the ZWUA,the total area alloated by the DWA for these water users is 6097.5 ha.Table A.1 lists all the measured water users in the Zonderend sub distrit A.Table A.2 lists all the measured water users in the Zonderend sub distrit B.Table A.3 lists all the measured water users in the Zonderend sub distrit C.Finally, table A.4 lists the water users that were not measured by FlowChek.
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APPENDIX A. ALLOCATED AREAS UNDER IRRIGATION 3
Farms - Flo-Chek ZWUA Alloated Area [Ha℄Theewaterskloof TWK Plase 120.00Dwarstrek WP Frost 68.90Mariasdal Wius Leeuwner Boerdery 52.00Elandsberg Helpmekaar Trust 80.00Phisantekraal G le Roux (Edms) Bpk 80.00Phisantekraal Porseleinberg Boerdery 100.00Ongegund P van Niekerk 72.20Spes Bona NJ van Niekerk 90.00Uitkyk RRF Philip 98.00Spinlea DL Hobson 66.00Middelplaas Middelplaas Trust 90.00Klein Ezeljaht Jurie Fourie Trust 52.00Champagne P Reuvers Plase 65.00Oakdene Oakdene 61.00Bakenskloof Rustenmeyer Bk 50.30Helderstroom Tronk Helderstroon Gevangenis 87.50SS Dam Vlot Japie Groenewald Trust 239.00Meerlustkloof Agrisouth Orhards 120.00Amanzi Amanzi Trust 30.00Meulrivier Monteith Trust 120.00Jagersbos J Sedgwik 67.50TOTAL 1809.40Table A.1: Sub Distrit A measured water user.
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APPENDIX A. ALLOCATED AREAS UNDER IRRIGATION 4
Farms - Flo-Chek ZWUA Alloated Area [Ha℄Ouplaas Ouplaas Trust 120.00Nuweplaas JB Walker Plase 120.00Oerwerziht Oerwerziht Trust 120.00Kleine Eike Kleine Eike Boerdery 130.00Zandvlakte Die Zandvlakte Trust 23.00Elsenkloof PR Malherbe 42.00The Oaks Bartley Farms 120.00Riverside De Kok Sandfontein 80.00Punt Boerdery Rihshaw Trade Invest 44.50Soetmelksvlei JG Muller 40.00B Sender B Sender 43.00Soetmelksvlei GF Muller 40.00Ganskraal Dr Beyers 153.50Esperane Bolton Sugar and Citrus 10.00Noordhoek Japie Groenewald 60.00Netherourt Johan du Toit Trust 30.00Netherourt Stephen du Toit Trust 30.00Shuitsberg Joens Trust 80.00Vrede Nio Human Trust 120.00Vredelust Trust Vredelust Trust 25.50Klein Plasie ML Swart 39.50Langverwaht Langverwaht Trust 20.00Neetlingskroon Blydskap Trust 100.00Conordia Conordia Trust 50.00Mandaryn Suiderland Plase 120.00De Pan AL du Preez 8.00Middelpunt Middelpunt Trust 40.00Vader Erbe Theron Familie Trust 60.00Brakdam Johbil (Edms) Bpk 22.00Tygerhoek Tygerhoek Proefplaas 111.50TOTAL 2002.50Table A.2: Sub Distrit B measured water users.
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APPENDIX A. ALLOCATED AREAS UNDER IRRIGATION 5
Farms - Flo-Chek ZWUA Alloated Area [Ha℄Riviersonderend non-farmAppelskraal Appelskraal Plase 50.00Kleinlaagte/Loh Lotus D Cloete 115.50Rustenburg Lorraine Trust 24.00Grootvlakte BG Viljoen 70.00Ongegund Ongegund Trust 32.00Tevrede Gerhard Solms Trust 40.00Van der Wattskraal Heldersig Trust 10.00Haelkraal Haelkraal Trust 120.00Stormsvlei Hotel MJ Spies 22.00Doornkloof Noekies Trust 55.50Rheenen G de Wet Trust 81.50Rheenen Mooiuitsig Boerdery (Edms) Bpk 40.60Bromberg GJ Groenewald 13.50Sangasdrift Sangasdrift Trust 70.00Avontuur Pont Boere 40.00Avontuur Avontuur Farm Trust 48.00Klipfontein AHF van Zyl 206.50Geminag Rossouw Broers 10.00Kwasarie (Rheenen) N and M 2000 Trust 20.00Vaandrightsdrift AHF Bekker 41.50Vaandrightsdrift Vaandrigsdrift Trust 120.00Pleasant View Oosthuizen Trust 120.00Klipfontein P Urshel 20.00Merweda/Robyn Robos Trust 101.00Riviera JG Crous 50.00Jubileeskraal JC Badenhorst 42.50TOTAL 1564.10Table A.3: Sub Distrit C measured water users.
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APPENDIX A. ALLOCATED AREAS UNDER IRRIGATION 6
Farms Alloated Area [Ha℄Astralita 10.50Ambolati 10.00Aloe Ravine 2.00Bloemenkraal Landgoed 19.50Cloud Nine 50.50Danie du Toit Trust 15.00Wessel du Toit Trust 15.00Departement Landbou 100.00M Donkin 10.00Enrio Beyers 50.00Express Model Trading 60.00Maandagsourtivier Trust 3.00Flethers Trust 10.00Gemeenskap van Genadendal 34.50DC Human ( Haelkraal) 10.00Hansie Human Familie Trust 10.00Iphuphaletu Farming 10.00JP O ' Connell Trust 10.00Linorso Trust 79.00TWK Munisipaliteit 11.00SW Viljoen Familie Trust/VanderWattskraal 22.50Nooitgedagt Trust 30.00E van As Streiher 10.00Trade Avail CC 22.00Van Dyk Trust 50.00Andrew Starke Farms 17.00Pikkie Viljoen Trust 9.00Wijnberg Farm Trust 30.00Webber Family Trust 11.00TOTAL 721.50Table A.4: Unmeasured water users.
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Appendix BIrrigation Usage Graphs for2006-2007This Appendix is a ompilation of the irrigation water requirement graphs of118 farmers, whih water usage were measured in the Riviersonderend ath-ment downstream from Theewaterskloof. Eah graph shows the measureddata, the irrigation water requirement estimated by Sapwat3 and the distri-bution used in the Mike 11 simulation. The remaining 43 farmers water usagewere not measured and Sapwat3 was used to estimate the irrigation require-ment.All the data, inluding measured, Sapwat3 and the irrigation water require-ments used in this thesis are available digitally on a CD attahed to this thesis.
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Figure B.2: Dwarstrek measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.4: Maraisdal measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.6: Phisantekraal 2 measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.8: Ongegund 2 measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.10: Spes Bona 2 measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.12: Uitkyk measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.14: Elandskloof/Cloud 9 measured, estimated and simulated waterusage.
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Figure B.16: Meerlustkloof measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.18: Amanzi measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.20: Meulrivier measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.22: Oakdene measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.24: Oakdene (Nooitgedagt Trust) measured, estimated and simulatedwater usage.
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Figure B.26: Jagersbos measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.28: M. Bothma measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.30: Department of Agriulture measured, estimated and simulatedwater usage.
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Figure B.32: Ouplaas measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.34: Nuweplaas measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.36: Oewerziht measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.38: Danie du Toit Trust measured, estimated and simulated waterusage.
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Figure B.40: Riverside measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.42: Netherourt 2 measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.44: Shuitsberg measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.46: Punt Boerdery measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.48: Vrede measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.50: S. du Toit Trust measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.52: Bloemenkraal measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.54: Vredelust measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.56: Kleinplasie measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.58: Bokrivier Farms measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.60: Esperane measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.62: Linorso measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.64: De Pan measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.66: Vater Erbe measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.68: Brakdam measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.70: Blydskap measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.72: Tygerhoek measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.74: Nitrophosa measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.76: Appelskraal measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.78: Aloe Ravine Resort measured, estimated and simulated waterusage.
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Figure B.80: Haelkraal measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.82: Loh Lotus measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.84: Grootvlakte measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.86: Tevrede measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.88: Van der Watts Kraal 2 measured, estimated and simulated waterusage.
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Figure B.90: Van Dyk Trust measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.92: Avontuur measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.94: D.B. Froneman measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.96: Avontuur measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.98: Doornkloof measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.100: Enrio Beyers measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.102: E. van As/Streiher measured, estimated and simulated waterusage.
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Figure B.104: Rheenen measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.106: Bromberg measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.108: Klipfontein 1 measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.110: Vaandrightsdrift 1 measured, estimated and simulated waterusage.
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Figure B.112: Merweda measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.114: Robyn measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.116: Pleasant View measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure B.118: Jubileeskraal measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Appendix CIrrigation Usage Graphs for2005-2006This Appendix is a ompilation of the irrigation water requirement graphs of118 farmers, whih water usage were measured in the Riviersonderend ath-ment downstream from Theewaterskloof. Eah graph shows the measureddata, the irrigation water requirement estimated by Sapwat3 and the distri-bution used in the Mike 11 simulation. The remaining 43 farmers water usagewere not measured and Sapwat3 was used to estimate the irrigation require-ment.All the data, inluding measured, Sapwat3 and the irrigation water require-ments used in this thesis are available digitally on a CD attahed to this thesis.
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Figure C.2: Dwarstrek measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.4: Maraisdal measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.6: Phisantekraal 2 measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.8: Ongegund 2 measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.10: Spes Bona 2 measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.12: Uitkyk measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.14: Elandskloof/Cloud 9 measured, estimated and simulated waterusage.
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Figure C.16: Meerlustkloof measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.18: Amanzi measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.20: Meulrivier measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.22: Oakdene measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.24: Oakdene (Nooitgedagt Trust) measured, estimated and simulatedwater usage.
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Figure C.26: Jagersbos measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.28: M. Bothma measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.30: Department of Agriulture measured, estimated and simulatedwater usage.
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Figure C.32: Ouplaas measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.34: Nuweplaas measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.36: Oewerziht measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.38: Danie du Toit Trust measured, estimated and simulated waterusage.
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Figure C.40: Riverside measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.42: Netherourt 2 measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.44: Shuitsberg measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.46: Punt Boerdery measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.48: Vrede measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.50: S. du Toit Trust measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.52: Bloemenkraal measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.54: Vredelust measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.56: Kleinplasie measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.58: Bokrivier Farms measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.60: Esperane measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.62: Linorso measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.64: De Pan measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.66: Vater Erbe measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.68: Brakdam measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.70: Blydskap measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.72: Tygerhoek measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.74: Nitrophosa measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.76: Appelskraal measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.78: Aloe Ravine Resort measured, estimated and simulated waterusage.
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Figure C.80: Haelkraal measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.82: Loh Lotus measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.84: Grootvlakte measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.86: Tevrede measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.88: Van der Watts Kraal 2 measured, estimated and simulated waterusage.
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Figure C.90: Van Dyk Trust measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.92: Avontuur measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.94: D.B. Froneman measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.96: Avontuur measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.98: Doornkloof measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.100: Enrio Beyers measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.102: E. van As/Streiher measured, estimated and simulated waterusage.
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Figure C.104: Rheenen measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.106: Bromberg measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.108: Klipfontein 1 measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.110: Vaandrightsdrift 1 measured, estimated and simulated waterusage.
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Figure C.112: Merweda measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.114: Robyn measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.116: Pleasant View measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Figure C.118: Jubileeskraal measured, estimated and simulated water usage.
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Appendix DMike 11 NAM Tributary FlowSimulation Results
D.1 2006-2007 Irrigation SeasonThe results are illustrated for the 27 tributaries along the RiviersonderendRiver, see gure D.1-D.19.
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Figure D.2: Cathment B hydrograph for 2006.
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Figure D.4: Cathment D hydrograph for 2006.
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Figure D.6: Cathment F hydrograph for 2006.
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Figure D.8: Cathment H hydrograph for 2006.
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Figure D.10: Cathment J hydrograph for 2006.
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Figure D.12: Cathment L hydrograph for 2006.
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Figure D.13: Cathment M hydrograph for 2006.
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Figure D.15: Cathment O hydrograph for 2006.
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Figure D.17: Cathment Q hydrograph for 2006.
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Figure D.19: Cathment S hydrograph for 2006.
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Figure D.21: Cathment B hydrograph for 2005.
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Figure D.23: Cathment D hydrograph for 2005.
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Figure D.24: Genadendal Cathment hydrograph for 2005 used as the basis toestimate tributary ow.
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Figure D.26: Cathment F hydrograph for 2005.
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Figure D.28: Cathment H hydrograph for 2005.
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Figure D.30: Cathment J hydrograph for 2005.
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Figure D.32: Cathment L hydrograph for 2005.
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Figure D.33: Cathment M hydrograph for 2005.
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Figure D.35: Cathment O hydrograph for 2005.
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Figure D.37: Cathment Q hydrograph for 2005.
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Figure D.39: Cathment S hydrograph for 2005.
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Appendix EDisharge-Time RelationshipGraphsIn order to to onstrut an redued dam release hydrograph for Theewater-skloof Dam, the relationship between the disharge and lag-time were deter-mined between every abstration point. This appendix illustrate this relationby plotting the data derived from the hydrodynami river model and addinga trend line. The trend line equation is also shown.
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Figure E.2: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 500-4000m.
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Figure E.4: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 5000-6000m.
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Figure E.6: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 7000-8500m.
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Figure E.8: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 10000-11000m.
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Figure E.10: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 12000-13000m.
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Figure E.12: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 14000-14500m.
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Figure E.14: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 16000-17000m.
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Figure E.16: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 18500-20500m.
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Figure E.18: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 21000-21500m.
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Figure E.20: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 22500-23500m.
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Figure E.22: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 24500-25000m.
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Figure E.24: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 31000-32000m.
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Figure E.26: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 33000-34000m.
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Figure E.28: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 39000-39500m.
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Figure E.30: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 42000-42500m.
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Figure E.32: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 44000-45500m.
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Figure E.34: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 46000-47000m.
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Figure E.36: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 49500-50000m.
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Figure E.38: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 51500-52000m.
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Figure E.40: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 55500-56000m.
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Figure E.42: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 59500-61000m.
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Figure E.44: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 61500-62000m.
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Figure E.46: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 62500-63500m.
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Figure E.48: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 65000-66000m.
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Figure E.50: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 66500-68500m.
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Figure E.52: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 69000-69500m.
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Figure E.54: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 70000-70500m.
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Figure E.56: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 72000-72500m.
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Figure E.58: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 73500-74000.
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Figure E.60: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 80500-81500m.
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Figure E.62: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 82500-83000m.
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Figure E.64: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 83500-84000m.
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Figure E.66: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 84500-85500.
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Figure E.68: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 86500-87500m.
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Figure E.70: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 89000-90000m.
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Figure E.72: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 91500-92000m.
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Figure E.74: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 93000-93500m.
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Figure E.76: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 94500-96000m.
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Figure E.78: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 98500-99000m.
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Figure E.80: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 99500-100000m.
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Figure E.82: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 101000-103500m.
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Figure E.84: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 107500-110000m.
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Figure E.86: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 110500-111000m.
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Figure E.88: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 113500-115500m.
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Figure E.89: Disharge-Time relationship between hainage 115500-116000m.
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